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Abstract

Critical software systems that have failed due to the software errors are well documented.
As our dependency on computer-based systems increases and such systems become more
complex, software verification becomes even more important. Enhancing and improving the
verification and defect correction techniques used in software engineering for the development of
software systems is of utmost importance to keep pace with our increasing reliance on software.
Pairwise testing has emerged as an effective technique for software system-level testing
that have large combinations of inputs, although a drawback is the lack of support for defect
location. This research aims to increase the efficacy of the pairwise testing technique through a
new approach called Box-Fusion that combines the capabilities of structural source code analysis
with the ease of pairwise test input generation. The Box-Fusion approach generated annotated
control-flow graphs that can support the identification of untested code, location of faults, and
selection of test cases for regression testing. To evaluate the Box-Fusion approach, a case study
was conducted using two software implementations: the Simple LTL Generator that builds
Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formulae with atomic propositions and the Prospec Algorithm that
can generate LTL formulae from more than 31,000 possible input combinations. The case study
evaluates the following four propositions: the Box-Fusion approach can determine the areas of
code that require additional verification; the code defects identified by the pairwise test are
located in the execution paths identified by the approach; analyzing the annotated control flow
graphs can narrow the location of the defect; and the regression tests can be optimized through
the Box-Fusion approach. The case-study results demonstrate the value added by the BoxFusion approach. The approach can be expanded to other black-box techniques and can be
adapted to support educational models on software verification.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
As our dependency on computer-based critical systems continues to increase, software
systems will continue to grow in complexity and size; thus, it is more vital that efforts in software
development focus on decreasing the number of defects within developed software systems. It has
been reported, however, that a significant number of software systems do not meet users’
requirements and are of poor quality [1]. In addition, a study from the National Institute of
Standards and Technology revealed that software defects are so prevalent and detrimental that they
cost the U.S. economy an estimated $59.5 billion annually, or about 0.6 percent of the gross
domestic product [2]. Many other examples have been documented of cost increases caused by
software errors [3]. Besides the monetary loss, failures in software can also be deadly [4].
Enhancing and improving the verification and defect correction techniques used in software
engineering for the development of software systems is of utmost importance to keep pace with
our increasing reliance on software.
1.1

Research Problem
One of the key aspects in software development is the assurance that the software behaves

correctly, i.e., as specified by requirements. Multiple techniques exist for achieving this, e.g.,
theorem proving, runtime verification, model checking, and software testing. Software testing is
by far the one most commonly applied approach. A test case describes a specific set of input values
and the expected output. Fundamentally, testing follows the general pattern of:
1) Create a test case by:
a. defining a specific input,
b. providing instructions on how to interact with the system specific to this test case,
and
c. defining expected behavior, i.e., specific output.
2) Execute the software system using the input of the test case.
3) Compare expected behavior with actual behavior.
1

If the expected behavior does not match the actual behavior, then a defect is deemed to
exist within the system. When the defect is corrected, regression testing is applied to verify that
the defect was removed and no additional defects were added.
The primary challenge in the application of software testing arises from the difficulty of
defining the input to a test case and the impracticality of exhaustively testing all possible inputs.
A test must be efficient in such a way that it either exposes a defect or gives some level of
confidence on the absence of defects. The problem in determining efficient inputs for test cases
has been tackled by different approaches, ranging from treating the system as a black-box, which
focuses on selecting input for test cases from the specified requirements and input ranges, to whitebox approaches, which requires analysis of the structure of the source code in order to select a set
of input for test cases that provides adequate coverage of the code under test. Each of these
approaches has advantages and disadvantages. In black-box testing approaches, it is easier to
determine inputs for a test case, but a failed test case will not always provide direction on the
potential location of the defect in the system. On the other hand, a white-box test case can be
harder to define, but it narrows down the execution of the test to a small set of execution paths
where the defect might exist. An execution path is the path that an instance of an execution travels
through the system from start to end. Software developers typically select a combination of
approaches.
Software systems that have a large combination of possible input values are typically too
big to test all combinations of inputs. For such software systems, pairwise testing [5], a black-box
technique based on combinatorial testing, is useful because it focuses on testing all pairs of test
case inputs instead of all combinations of inputs. The generation of test cases under pairwise
testing is mechanical in nature, only ensuring that each pair of input variables is accounted for.
This leads to a practical way of generating test case input data for testing a wide range of systems
with large combination of inputs.
Once a defect has been located and corrected, testing again is needed to determine if 1) the
defect was successfully corrected and 2) no new defects were introduced by the code change. This
2

can be particularly challenging with a black-box approach as there is no way to determine which
inputs were affected by the code change. Contrasting this, a white-box approach can assist
developers in determining which code was not modified and does not require retesting, reducing
the time and effort required to apply regression testing. An approach that can combine the
capabilities of both black-box and white-box testing approaches can lead to an increase in the
efficacy of testing, defect location and correction, and consequently, improving the quality of
developed software systems.
1.2

Research Goal
Pairwise testing has emerged as an effective technique for testing programs with a large

combination of inputs. However, due to pairwise testing being a black-box approach, the tester
cannot always easily discern the location of faulty code or untested code, limiting the capability
of pairwise testing [48]. Other approaches have attempted to enhance pairwise testing [41], or
provide coverage measurements [44, 46, 47], or facilitate the identification of regression testing
[51, 53, 55]. In comparison, this approach focuses on the pairwise testing technique. The goal of
the research is to increase the efficacy of the pairwise testing technique by defining an approach
that combines the capabilities of structural source code analysis with the ease of pairwise test input
generation. To achieve this goal, the research posits that the inclusion of control-flow analysis can
guide the identification of untested code, fault location, and selection of test cases for regression
testing.
The research questions (RQ) are as follows:
RQ 1. How can pairwise testing be augmented to direct the developer to potential areas of faulty
code, untested code, and related test failures?
RQ 2. How can pairwise test cases be identified to achieve the appropriate coverage required by
regression testing?
The research presented in this dissertation presents the Box-Fusion approach, an
enhancement to the pairwise testing technique by combining it with the capabilities of structural
3

source code analysis. The expected outcomes of the research is an enhanced pairwise testing
approach that has the following features:

1.3



Facilitates the identification of gaps in verification.



Provides guidance on the location of defects in source code.



Assists in the selection of test cases that can be used for regression testing.

Organization of Dissertation
The organization of this dissertation is as follows. Chapter 2 provides the background on

the various strategies and approaches in software verification. Chapter 3 describes the Box-Fusion
approach. Chapter 4 describes the case study used in the analysis of the Box-Fusion approach,
with the necessary background on the algorithm chosen for the study. Chapter 5 discusses the
observations and results of the case study conducted in this dissertation. Chapter 6 describes
related work on existing approaches that are related to the Box-Fusion approach. Chapter 7
presents the summary of the work and the future direction of this research.
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Chapter 2: Background
This chapter describes techniques and strategies that comprise software verification. This
chapter is divided into four major sections. The first section introduces software testing, which is
the most common software verification technique, and the software testing life-cycle. The second
section expands on the different testing techniques used in software testing, categorized by blackbox and white box testing. The third section presents two other very common verification
techniques, walkthroughs and inspections. The last section describes other more formal software
verification techniques.
2.1 Software Testing Life-Cycle
A key aspect in the software development process is the assurance that the software
behaves correctly, i.e., as specified by requirements. There are multiple techniques that are used
as part of software quality assurance. Different testing approaches are used in each of the software
development life-cycle phases.

The following sections detail the different life-cycle phases

associated with software testing and highlight the differences between each of the techniques used
in each of the phases. Fig. 2.1 below shows the different phases of testing that will be described
in the following subsections.

Figure 2. 1 Testing Life-Cycle.
5

2.1.1 Unit Testing
The purpose of unit testing [6, 7] is to test individual software units (components)
independently of each other. A unit is typically defined as a class or a function. This type of
testing aims at ensuring the correctness of each independent unit required for the correctness of
the entire system. Unit testing allows for the early discovery of defects present in individual units
before the integration of these units into the complete system. The small size of units makes it
easier to detect defects compared to detecting defects in the whole system.
Another benefit of unit testing is that often developers who are responsible for creating the
code are the ones that execute the unit testing, which can facilitate the defect correction process
since these developers are the most familiar with the code. There are different approaches that can
be applied to unit testing, Section 2.2 will expand on these.
2.1.2 Integration Testing
As each unit is successfully tested, it is then necessary to integrate the units into the larger
subsystems that make up the whole system [8], refer to Fig. 2.1. This integration depends on the
design specifications and design decisions that determined how units are coupled and how they
interface in their communication. The process of assuring that each component has the correct
interface implementation is called integration testing. Test cases are developed to test that all
interface communications between components is correct. There are multiple approaches to
integration testing including big-bang integration, top-down integration, and bottom-up
integration.
In big-bang integration, all units are integrated at once and then tested for correctness of
communication. This approach is only applicable for small systems as defective interfaces can be
easily located. In top-down and bottom-up approaches, the system units are related by the “uses”
relation; unit u1 “uses” unit u2 if u1 makes a call to the elements of u2. The units can be thought of
as a hierarchy where the calling unit (u1) is at a higher level than the called unit (u2) as shown in
Fig 2.2 below.

6

Figure 2. 2 Sample Calling Unit Hierarchy.
In the top-down approach, units are integrated from the highest level to the lowest; units at
the highest level (level 1) are integrated with those units used by the units in level 1. To support
the top-down approach, stubs are used to provide the data necessary to the higher level components
as shown in Fig. 2.3. Stubs temporarily replace the functionality of those lower level units that are
yet to be implemented or integrated.

Figure 2. 3 Top-Down Approach Using Stubs.

In the bottom-up approach, lowest-level components are integrated and tested, then joined
with higher-level components and tested. Drivers are used to pass communication between low
level components, as shown Fig. 2.4 below.

7

Figure 2. 4 Bottom-up Approach Using Drivers.
It is important to note that top-down approach allows for testing major design decisions
which are, typically, represented in the higher level components. On the other hand, the bottomup approach allows for more through and early testing of the concrete functionality and algorithms
which are typically present in the lower level components
2.1.3 System Testing
Integration testing will only test the integration of components, any further assessment of
the functional correctness is done at subsequent phases. Once each subsystem has been fully
integrated and tested, as shown in Fig 2.1, the system as a whole is tested. This process is called
system testing. The purpose of system testing is to verify that all the functionality been correctly
implemented. Test cases are generated from the requirements specifications, and they are blackbox type of tests. These tests often are created and executed by an independent team. System tests
are aimed at verifying that the system correctly implements the high-level requirement
specifications, which can include testing functionality that was not explicitly specified.
Ultimately, the goal of this testing phase is to ensure that the system contains the correct
functionality requested by the customer.
2.1.4 Performance Testing
Performance testing is the process of testing a system to evaluate how a system performs
in terms of qualitative attributes such as:
8



Reliability



Scalability



Performance



Availability



Interoperability



Security

Test cases are generated that aim to measure if these quality attributes meet the nonfunctional requirement specifications as requested by the stakeholders. As shown on Fig. 2.1, in
conjunction with system testing, the output of this phase is a system that has been verified and
validated, meeting the requirement specifications.
2.1.5 Acceptance Testing
Acceptance testing is the testing process used to determine if the customer accepts the
implementation of the system. In this phase, as shown in Fig. 2.1, the customer is responsible for
validating the functionality of the system, i.e., that the system’s functionality delivered is the
functionality that the customer requested. The environment that the tests are performed must be
very close to the actual environment that the customer or end-users will use. The outcome of this
phase is the acceptance of the system by the customer signifying that the system meets their full
expectations.
2.1.6 Installation Testing
In this phase, the system is tested to ensure that the system can and will be successfully
installed on the customer’s specified environment, referred to as the production environment.
Some tasks during installation testing include ensuring that the pre-requisite software and
hardware resources are available, that the system is correctly deployed and communicating with
other systems, that the system is behaving as expected in the new environment, and that there is
minimal impact to existing systems. The result of this process is a system that is now ready to be
used.
9

2.1.7 Regression Testing
The more a software system is in use, the higher the likelihood of new modifications or
enhancements being requested. Additionally as systems get used, previously undetected defects
will be discovered and must be corrected. It is typically the case that in the process of maintaining
a software system, new defects are introduced into the code by the modifications or corrections.
To protect against this, regression testing is used to ensure that defects have not been introduced
with changes to the system. Both tests related to the change and tests unrelated to the change, such
as previously passed tests, are executed on the system in order to check that unwanted changes
were not introduced. One of the challenging aspects of regression testing is selecting what to test
because retesting the entire system can be inefficient, and testing only the changes might not detect
the full impact of the change on the system.
2.2 SOFTWARE TESTING APPROACHES
The challenges in the application of software testing arises from both the difficulty of
defining the input to a test case and the difficulty of generating the expected output. The brute
force approach of testing all possible inputs is rarely possible in practice. The generation of test
cases must be efficient such that it either exposes a defect or gives some level of confidence
regarding the absence of defects. As described earlier, the problem of defining such test cases has
been tackled by treating the system as a black-box (black-box or functional testing) to analyzing
and building tests based on the structure of the software (white-box or structural testing). In the
following sections, techniques associated with each approach are described in more detail.
2.2.1 White-box Testing
A white-box testing approach requires the analysis of the internal structure of a component
in order to select sets of input that provide adequate coverage of the source code. Determining test
input data in white-box testing can be difficult because it requires construction of control flow
graphs (CFG) from the source code to determine what input must be used to meet the desired
coverage criteria.
10

A CFG G is defined as a finite set N of nodes and a finite set E of edges. An edge(i, j) in E
connects two nodes ni and nj in G. G = (N, E) denotes a flow graph G with nodes given by N and
edges by E. Each node of the graph represent a basic block of code, i.e., code that does not have
any transfer of control. Edges are used to indicate the flow of control between blocks. An edge(i,
j)

connecting basic blocks ni and nj implies that control can go from block ni to block nj. Fig. 2.5

is an example code and its corresponding CFG.

Figure 2. 5 Sample Code and CFG.

The coverage criteria describes how to use the CFG to guide the selection of test cases.
The weakest criterion is called statement coverage. This criterion states that to achieve 100%
coverage, each node in the CFG must be executed at least once by a test case [6]. One of the
weakness of this approach is shown by a simple if-statements, such as:
if (condition==true)
doSomething();
Statement coverage will not test the false evaluation of the if-statement because in order to execute
the node containing the doSomething() function, the if-statement has to evaluate to true.
11

Branch coverage criterion is one that requires that each edge of every control structure be
traversed at least once by a test. Test cases are generated by ensuring that every edge in the CFG
has been touched at least once. Using the example in Fig. 2.6, two test cases are needed achieve
100% branch coverage. Test case 1, with input of a=2 and b=30, will touch all the edges marked
by the green arrows. Test case 2, with input a=4 and b=3, will touch all the edges marked by the
red arrows. Branch coverage is a stronger criterion for testing than statement coverage as it covers
both true and false results of conditions (i.e., a set of test cases that ensure branch coverage is
guaranteed to ensure statement coverage).

Figure 2. 6 Branch Coverage CFG.
The strongest coverage criterion is that of path coverage, which requires that every possible
path is executed at least once. This coverage criterion is deemed the most expensive type of
coverage as the number of tests required grows exponentially with the number of condition
statements in the source code. Fig. 2.7 describes the four paths necessary to test to achieve 100%
path coverage. Test case 1, with input of a=2 and b=30, will follow the path marked with the blue
line. Test case 2, with input a=4 and b=3, will follow the path marked with the red line. Test case
12

3, with input of a=2 and b=3, will follow the path marked with the green line. Test case 4, with
input a=4 and b=30, will follow the path marked with the yellow line.

Figure 2. 7 Path Coverage CFG.
G.
Another coverage criteria is def-use coverage. Def-use focuses on defining test cases that
ensure that paths through the definition and use of variables in a program. The def-use technique
requires that testing cover every path from every variable definition to every use of that definition.
As is described by the definition, def-use allows testing to focus on a particular critical variable of
interest. For example, if at some point in the code, the assignment statement “x = 1/y” exists, it
becomes imperative that the value of y never reaches zero. As such, def-use can be used over
variable y to ensure that for any definition of y to any use of y, the variable will never reach zero.
Other white-box coverage criteria include condition coverage, all-uses, all predicate
uses/some computational uses, and all computational uses/some predicate uses [9].

One of

the main advantages of a white-box approach is that since test cases are associated with the sections
of the CFG followed, a test case that fails will be associated with the part of the CFG used to
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generate that test case, and thus potentially framing the location of where the defect in the code
exists.
2.2.2 Black-box Testing
The black-box testing approach primarily focuses on selecting input for test cases from the
specified requirements. An advantage of the this testing approach is the fact that test cases can be
generated as soon as the component specifications have been established without the need for a
complete implementation. Another advantage of using this approach is that it is typically easier
to determine inputs for a test case by treating the component as a black test without the need to
examine the source code. A disadvantage is that a failed test case (one where the actual behavior
does not match the expected one) will not identify the potential location of the defect in the system.
The strategies associated with the black-box testing approach are equivalence class testing
and boundary-value analysis. Equivalence class testing is a strategy in which the input domain is
partitioned into a finite number of valid and invalid classes. Input values within each equivalence
class are expected to behave the same, and as such, it is sufficient to run a single test from each
equivalence class. By executing one test from each equivalence class, the amount of testing
necessary to cover all types of inputs is reduced. An example of such testing can be seen in Fig
2.8 below. In this example, the specification states that “Children under 2 ride the bus for free.
Young people (those between 2 and 14 year old) pay $10, Adults (those between 15 and 64) pay
$15, and Senior Citizen pay $5.” Four equivalence classes are defined, with each equivalence
class having a price value associated. This reduces the total testing to four tests.
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Figure 2. 9 Equivalence Class Example.
Another strategy is boundary-value analysis, which selects test inputs from the range of
input values around the boundary. The values for a set of test cases are selected by identifying a
value from above, one from below, and one at the boundary of the range. Software defects are
commonly encountered at these boundaries. An example of such testing can be seen in the Fig.
2.9 below, where a total of nine tests are used to test each boundary.

Figure 2. 8 Boundary-Value Analysis Example.
Equivalence classes can be used to define the boundaries used in boundary-value analysis
testing. Combining both techniques can reduce the number the testing while retaining a high
probability of discovering defects.
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2.2.3 Pairwise Testing
Software systems of any significance are typically too large to be tested for all possible
input combinations. For these software systems, pairwise testing [5] is useful because it focuses
on testing all pairs of test case inputs instead of all combinations of inputs. This is a powerful
approach because most defects are associated with one input or two input parameters interacting
with each other. Fig 2.10 below shows that a significant number of defects are associated with
one or two parameters [10]. Because pairwise testing is a black-box testing technique, the selection
of test case inputs is mechanical in nature; the only requirement is that each combination of values
of each pair of input variables account for at least one test case.

Figure 2. 10 Percent of Defects Associated with Multiple Number of Inputs.

For example, consider a hypothetical system with three variables a, b, and c, in which each
variable can assume the values of 1 or 2. In order to achieve exhaustive testing of such a system
a set of 23 test cases (eight test cases) needs to be defined, one for each possible combination of a,
b, and c, as shown in Table 2.1 below. However, using pairwise testing, a set of test cases that
ensures that each of all possible values for each pair is represented in the final set of tests. Using
the previous example, this can be accomplished using a set of four tests instead of eight as shown
in Table 2.2.
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Table 2. 2 Tests for Three Variables with Two Input Values Each.
a

b

c

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

1

2

2

2

1

1

2

1

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

In Table 2.2, it can be observed that each possible combination of values for the variable a
and b is produced in at least one test. For example, by only looking at the values in column a and
b, all four possible combinations of values are present. This is also the case for a and c, as well as
b and c, thus each pair is accounted for in at least one test.

Table 2. 1 Pairs for Three Variables with Two Input Values Each.
a

b

c

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

1
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2.3 OTHER COMMON VERIFICATION TECHNIQUES
Besides testing, other common verification techniques include the use of review,
specifically two types of reviews used for verification are inspections and walkthroughs. Reviews
of work aim at examining the artifacts created, looking for flaws or improvements that can be
addressed, and usually done by peers and experts. An inspection is a formal review that follows a
well-defined set of steps, in which each participant is assigned a specific role in the review [11].
A walkthrough is an informal type of review, i.e. it doesn’t follow a pre-define process and
participants don’t have specific roles [12]. Both of these techniques have been shown to be
effective at detecting defects in systems [13].
2.3.1 Formal Verification
While testing remains the most commonly used verification technique, there exists other
techniques including formal approaches to software verification. Ideally, formal methods provide
a greater assurance over testing. The use of formal methods assist developers in managing the
complexity of the system and in developing more reliable systems. Formal methods depends on
formal specifications which are mathematically-based and, therefore, unambiguous. Formal
methods can also be used to derive properties and detect inconsistencies in the specifications
through the use of formal verification techniques and tools [14]. There are multiple types of formal
verification techniques. This section introduces three of the most common types of verification
techniques that use formal specifications; theorem proving, runtime verification and model
checking. The following subsections provide a description of each of these techniques.
2.3.2 Theorem Proving
Theorem proving is a formal verification technique in which both the system behavior and
the desired properties are expressed as formulas in a mathematical logic that define a set of axioms
and a set of inference rules [15, 16]. The process of theorem proving consists of finding a proof
that the desired property can be derived from axioms representing the system behavior. Although
part of the process may be automated, the user must provide a sketch of a proof, which requires a
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great degree of mathematical sophistication on the part of the user. As the size of the system
increases, the complexity of the proof and the user interaction with the theorem prover increases.
This requires that users have strong mathematical background to exploit theorem provers
successfully. Still, there are several industrial projects where theorem provers are being applied.
As described in Clark’s survey [17], the Verity verification tool was used at IBM for process
design; the ACL2 theorem prover was used for specifications and verification of a DSP
microprocessor; and the PVS theorem prover was used for specifications and verification of the
AAMP5 microprocessor. Another well-known theorem prover is the Stanford Temporal Prover
(STeP) [18]. STeP allows for the formal verification of concurrent and reactive systems against
specifications represented as temporal logic formula. STeP combines the deductive approach of
theorem provers with the idea of model checking, visual representation of formulas, automatic
generation of invariants, simplification, and verification rules. STeP automates most of the
verification processes, provides users with visual verification diagrams, and provides support for
hierarchical construction of proofs.
2.3.3 Runtime Verification
Runtime verification [19, 20, 21] is another technique that provides assurance that the
current computation preserves the formally specified properties. The use of this approach neither
proves the correctness of a system nor asserts a particular property for all possible states of a
system. Runtime verification continuously checks whether the specified system property has been
violated during a particular computation. Some disadvantages of runtime verification are the
impacts on the target system, e.g., the ordering and timing of events, and on the overall effect on
performance or computation time. Runtime verification is not adequate in verifying certain
properties such as liveness properties [14]. Runtime verification, however, adds a layer of
assurance that the system is behaving with respect to the software property specification.
The major parts of runtime-verification are: the specification of the desired system
properties, the monitor and the event handler. Fig. 2.13 shows the interaction between these three
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elements [19]. System properties, described as formal specifications, capture properties of the
program behavior and are distinguished from the actual program. The specification language used
by the monitor is often different than the language used to implement the monitored system. The

Figure 2. 11 High-Level View of a Dynamic Monitor [19].
specification languages of the runtime monitor vary based on the type of software properties that
can be specified and the support for assertion at different levels within the program, e.g., module,
event, and statement.
The second element, the monitor, has two components: the observer and the analyzer. The
monitor is responsible for checking the system’s current state of computation and evaluating
whether the specified properties are preserved in this current state. The event-handler captures
and communicates results to the system and/or user, and reacts to results.
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2.3.4 Model Checking
Model checking [22, 23, 24] is a formal technique for verifying finite-state concurrent
systems. The approach of model checking is to check the consistency of the system with the
system specifications in every possible execution of the system. Unlike theorem proving, model
checking is completely automated.
The process of model checking consists of three tasks: modeling, specification, and
verification. The modeling phase consists of converting the design into a formalism that is
accepted by the model checker. In some cases, modeling is simply compiling the source code
representing the design. In most cases, however, the limits of time and memory mean that
additional abstraction is required to come up with a model that ignores irrelevant details.
As part of model checking a system, it is necessary to specify the system properties to be
checked. Properties are commonly expressed in some logical notation. Usually, temporal logic is
used in the case of hardware and software systems, as this type of logic allows for reasoning about
time, which becomes important in the case of reactive systems. In model checking, specifications
are used to verify that the system satisfies some behavior. It is impossible to decide whether the
given specification covers all the properties that the system should satisfy [25].

Figure 2. 12 Model Checking Process [14].
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Figure X. Model checking process [cite].

Once the system model and properties are specified, the model checker verifies the
consistency of the model and specification. The model checker relies on building a finite model
of the system and then an algorithm traverses the system model to verify whether the desired
property holds in very execution of the model [26]. If there is an inconsistency between model
and the property being verified, a counter example is provided to assist in identifying the source
of the error. Fig. 2.12 shows the process of model checking.
The main problems in model checking are the difficulties in the formalization of system
properties, the creation of an abstract model of the system, and the explosion in the state space that
must be explored. System models may be represented by a special type of finite state-transition
graphs called Kripke structure [25]. By using special data structures, e.g., binary decision
diagrams that represent Boolean functions as a rooted, directed acyclic graph, it is possible to
verify properties of complex systems.
Model checking has been widely used to verify sequential circuit designs and
communication protocols at companies such as AT&T and Intel. The two model checkers most
commonly used are the SPIN model checker [23, 27] and the Symbolic Model Verifier (SMV)
[27]. SMV is used more in model checking of hardware systems, where SPIN is considered a
model checker for software systems.
The SPIN model checker [23] was written in 1989 at Bell Labs. SPIN makes use of the
high-level language PROMELA (PROcess MEta LAnguage) to specify system behavior. SPIN
checks the logical consistency of a specification and report deadlocks, incompleteness and race
conditions. Correctness requirements can be expressed as Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formulas,
as process invariants, or indirectly, as Büchi automata.
SMV was developed at Carnegie Mellon University and makes use of symbolic rather than
explicit state representations [27]. In SMV, the user models the system as a set of states and
guarded transitions, and specifies the desired properties in Computational Tree Logic (CTL). SMV
makes use of the Ordered Binary Decision Diagram (OBDD) and handles non-deterministic
behavior [25].
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Chapter 3: The Box-Fusion Approach
This dissertation presents the Box-Fusion approach that enhances the pairwise testing
technique. This chapter organizes the sections by the features of the approach as first described in
Chapter 1. The first section provides an overview of the processes involved in the use the BoxFusion approach. The second section establishes definitions and descriptions of basic concepts
used through this dissertation. Section three expands on the process of generating the Box-Fusion
CFGs (BF-CFG). Section four describes the instrumentation process while section five discusses
the BF-CFG population process. The final section discusses the analysis of the BF-CFGs.
3.1 OVERVIEW
As described in Chapter 2, pairwise testing is a powerful technique to generate a set of test
cases that can be used to test systems with a large number of input combinations. To support code
analysis, such as the type provided by white-box testing, the approach uses control-flow graphs
(CFGs) to instrument the system. The Box-Fusion approach includes the following processes:
Process 1. Generate Control Flow Graphs (CFGs) for the System Under Test (SUT).
Process 2. Extend the CFG to capture dynamic information about the path of test cases,
referred to as a Box-Fusion CFG (BF-CFG).
Process 3. Instrument the SUT based on the BF-CFG for each method to mark each
visited edge.
Process 4. Generate a set of pairwise test cases for the SUT and execute the pairwise
tests over the instrumented SUT to populate the BF-CFG.
Process 5. Use the BF-CFG to support analysis that can result in the following:
determination of the parts of the SUT associated with failed test cases,
branch coverage, and regression test identification, i.e., test cases that
should be rerun after a modification to the code.
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In order to measure the amount of coverage of SUT with respect to a particular set of
pairwise tests, a decision needed to be made regarding the coverage criteria to use. Drawing from
the Software Considerations in Airborne Systems and Equipment Certification, DO-178C, a
standard for developing commercial avionics software systems, defines three levels for structural
coverage:


Level C software must demonstrate statement coverage.



Level B software must demonstrate statement and branch coverage.



Level A software must demonstrate modified condition/decision coverage.

The decision to use branch coverage as the coverage measurement in the Box-Fusion
approach is inspired by these standards because 1) branch coverage will suffice for Level B and C
software and 2) the modification required to cover Level A software only requires modification in
the generation on the CFGs to account for the extra nodes and edges for multiple conditions.
Fig. 3.1 depicts a Data Flow Diagram (DFD) for the process described above; the boxes
depict sources/consumers of data, the lines show the data flowing from one source to a destination,
the ellipses represents a process of data, and the parallel lines signify storage of data.
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Figure 3. 1 DFD Model for the Box-Fusion Approach.
The DFD describes the movement and transformation of data for the Box-Fusion approach.
Processes inside each ellipse represent the process that is transforming the input data into outgoing
output data. For example in P2, the process receives as input a CFG coming from P1 and
transforms it by creating a BF-CFG, which is outputted into a BF-CFG storage repository. The
process depicted in the figure can be automated to take the SUT source code and the pairwise test
cases as input and generate the BF-CFG FG. The BF-CFG contains the data of the edges and
nodes that tests have been marked as touched stored as XML files, which can be analyzed to
understand the behavior of the pairwise tests and the system.
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3.2 DEFINITIONS AND DESCRIPTION OF BASIC CONCEPTS
Table 3. 1 Definitions of Terms and Concepts.
Basic block
Box-Fusion CFG (BF-CFG)
Control-Flow graph (CFG)
CFG location
Edge
Edge list
Exit node
Global instruction counter
(Global Counter)
Hash map
Line number
Node
Node identifier (Node ID)
Mark statement
Marked edge
Method
Origin tag
Source node
Start node
Target node
Test identifier (Test ID)
Transfer of control statements

A series of sequential statements in which the last statement is
one that transfers control to another basic block or an EXIT
statement; a basic block B may be represented by a node ID.
A CFG that integrates test execution path data into the CFG.
Graph comprised of a set of basic blocks and set of directed
edges, where a directed edge Bi  Bj exists if control flows from
basic block Bi to basic block Bj .
The pathname that points to the location where the CFG is
stored.
Represents transfer of control from one node to another and is
defined as a triple (source node, target node, Boolean).
A list containing the edges from a CFG.
A node with a special value for the line number of “EXIT.” This
node is the last node in a CFG, only one Exit node exists in a
CFG.
A counter to keep track of the execution path sequence.
A data structure that holds all the mark statements to be inserted
in the source code.
A unique number associated with a line of code; line numbers are
assigned sequentially to all lines of a source code.
Depending on context, represents a) a line of code, or b) a basic
block; defined as a pair consisting of a unique identifier and a
line number.
A unique number within a method’s CFG assigned to a node.
An instruction statement used to populate a BF-CFG with
parameters that include CFG location, source node, and target
node.
An edge that includes a collection of Test IDs.
Composed of one or more basic blocks.
A place holder in a BF-CFG that stores the information related to
what method called the method associated with the BF-CFG.
Represents the node at which a transfer of control initiates and is
represented by the node identifier, i.e., a positive natural number.
A node with a special value for the line number of “START.”
This node is the first node in a CFG, only one Start node exists in
a CFG.
Represents the destination of the transfer of control and is
represented by the node identifier, i.e., a positive natural number.
A unique identifier associated with a pairwise test case.
Selection statements, iteration statements, and method calls.
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Table 3.1 provides the definitions of terms used in this dissertation within a context of a
control-flow graph.
To generate CFGs, an Eclipse plugin, named Control Flow Graph Factory (CFGF) tool
[37], was selected. This plugin provides the capability to generate CFGs from source code and
bytecode and can export them in multiple formats such as GraphML, GraphXML, and DOT. In
the context of this work, the CFG’s generated by CFGF tool will be referred to as CFG. The
description of the CFGF tool follows:


The CFGF tool receives a source code file as input.



The CFGF tool assigns a line number of every line of the source code file.
o For each class in the source code file, the CFGF tool generates a CFG for each
method in that class and represents it in xml format.



The name of the xml file is as follows: <ClassName>.<MethodSignature>.src.graph.xml,
where the names in the angle brackets reflect the name of the class and the signature of the
method being represented, respectively.



To store the xml files, the CFGF tool creates a directory structure based on standard Java
package conventions [38].



The CFGF tool does not recognize a call to another method as a transfer of control
statement.



A node in the CFGF tool represents a statement in a method.



The CFGF tool assigns a START and EXIT node to signify the entrance and exit points of
the CFG.
As shown in Fig. 3.2, the CFGF tool generates a CFG that consists of a header followed

by a list of nodes and then a list of edges. In the notation used below, the words and symbols in
italics represent constants and the double angle brackets enclose the type of data. Each node in
the list is represented as follows in xml:
<node name= “<<Node ID>>>” <label> <<Line number>> </label> </node>
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Figure 3. 2 CFG Generated by the CFGF Tool.
Each edge in the CFG is represented as follows:
<edge source= “<<Source node>>” target= “<<Target node>>” >
<label> <<Value>> </label> </edge>, where Value is of type Boolean or blank.
Figure 3.3 illustrates the xml representation for a CFG generated by the CFGF tool.

Figure 3. 3 CFGF XML for a CFG.
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3.3 PROCESSES 1-2: BOX-FUSION CONTROL FLOW GRAPH GENERATION
A translation algorithm, CFG2BF [62], was developed to create BF-CFGs from CFGs. A
BF-CFG will store test execution paths that include method calls. As described in the previous
section, the CFGF tool generates a CFG for every method within a class, but it does not provide a
way to associate method calls. For example, if a method in class A called a method in class B, this
transition of control is not captured by the CFG generated by the CFGF tool.
A BF-CFG consists of a list of nodes, a list of edges, and an origin tag. Each of these tags
are stored under a parent tag, named <CFG>, and given in xml as follows:
<CFG><Node/><Edge/><Origin/></CFG>
Note that the xml tags like <Node/> represent empty tags that are properly enclosed, e.g., <Node/>
is equivalent to <Node></Node>. The representation of the list of nodes given in xml is as
follows:
<Node><Name><<Node ID>> </Name> <Line> <<Line number>> </Line></Node>.
Note that the keyword label is replaced the keyword Line. The list of edges is represented as
follows:
<Edge><Source><<Source node>> </Source><Target><<Target node>></Target>
followed by either:
<Boolean><<Value>> </Boolean><ID/></Edge>, if there is a Boolean value for this
edge, or
<Boolean/><ID/></Edge>, if there is not.
Note that the <ID/> placeholder will be populated during test execution and will consist of
0 or more triple as follows: (<Val>, <<Test ID>>@<<Global Counter>>, </Val>) as shown in
Fig. 3.4. The Global Counter is used to keep track of the execution path sequence.
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Figure 3. 4 Example of a Populated Edge Node.

The origin tag is given as follows: <Origin/>, where the <Origin/> placeholder will be
populated during test execution and will consist of 0 or more pairs as follows:
(<Val>, <<Class Name>>. <<Method Name>>:<<Test ID>>@<<Global Counter>>, </Val>)
where “Class Name” denotes the actual name of the class that called this method and “Method
Name” denotes the actual method associated with the call. Fig. 3.5 shows an example origin tag
populated with test data.

Figure 3. 5 Example of a Populated Origin Node.
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Figure 3. 6 Side by Side CFG and BF-CFG XML Files.
The CFG2BF algorithm creates a BF-CFG xml file by reading the xml information of a
CFG and storing it using the previously mentioned format. Fig. 3.6 shows a snippet of a CFG xml
with the corresponding BF-CFG xml.
To verify the correctness of CFG2BF, the author and a team of two students did the
following: conducted an inspection of the CFG and BF-CFG xml files generated by the algorithm,
and they verified the overall correctness of the CFG by manually inspecting each CFG and
comparing it with the corresponding source code. The inspection of the CFGs revealed the
problem with the conditional values and the lack of connections between the methods. The edges
of the CFG were labeled incorrectly for denoting the condition associated with transfer of control.
The correction required a simple flip of the condition, which was included in the CFG2BF
algorithm. The connections between the methods was addressed with the Origin tag. To show
that the CFG2BF algorithm is correctly implemented, a formal inspection was conducted over the
code. Inspections tasks were defined to verify that the code correctly created a BF-CFG from the
CFG’s generated by the CFGF tool. The following properties about the algorithm were the basis
for the creation of the inspection tasks.
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Property 1: The CFG2BF algorithm creates a BF-CFG with a parent node with the tag
<CFG> containing three children nodes with the tags <Node>, <Edge> and <Origin>.



Property 2: The CFG2BF algorithm creates a BF-CFG with nodes for the <Node> tag that
contains data for <Name> and <Line> that match the <node> tag data of <name> and
<label> from CFG.



Property 3: The CFG2BF algorithm creates a BF-CFG with nodes for the <Edge> tag that
contains data for <Source> and <Target> that match the <edge> tag data of <source>
and <target> from CFG.



Property 4: The CFG2BF algorithm creates a BF-CFG with two additional nodes for the
<Edge> tag, <Boolean> and <ID>. The value for the <Boolean> will be the inverse of the
value from the <label> under the matching <edge> from the CFG.



Property 5: The CFG2BF algorithm shortens the names of the BF-CFGs compared to the
original CFGs by removing the package prefixes for the datatypes used in parameters and
return types.



Property 6: The CFG2BF algorithm creates an archive directory and stores the original
CFGs in a directory ending with “-Archive”, the BF-CFGs are stored in a directory ending
with “–XML.”
The formal inspection was done by a faculty member in the Computer Science Department

at UTEP. The full list and description of the inspection tasks is listed in Appendix A. The results
are provided in Table 3.2, which shows that all the inspection tasks successfully passed. The first
column in the table lists the ID of the inspection task, the second column is the Property that it
maps to, the third column lists if the task passed/failed the inspection, and the last column describes
any comments that the inspector had; in this case, the comments reflect the lines in the code that
were critical to show that the property was met, or if it failed, it will list the defect identified.
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Table 3. 2 CFG2BF-Mapping of Properties to Inspection Tasks.
Inspection Task ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Property
6
6
2
1
2
2
2
3
1
3
3
4
4
1
5
1

Pass/Fail
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

Comments
38
44-47
74-76
78
87-88
90-92
95-99
108
117-118
120-123
125-128
130-133, 134-137
141-142
154-155
160-190
197
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3.4 PROCESSES 3: INSTRUMENTATION
As reflected by Process 3 in Fig. 3.1, the Instrumentation algorithm (provided in Fig. 3.7)
reads a BF-CFG and for every Edge triple, it inserts a mark statement (as defined below) into the

Figure 3. 7 Instrumentation Algorithm.

original source code at the line number given by Target node of the triple.
Furthermore, to capture that transfer of control has switched to another BF-CFG, the
algorithm will insert the following Java code, InstrumentingCode.saveOrigin() into the beginning
every method that has a corresponding BF-CFG. An example code that has been instrumented
using the Instrument algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.8.
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Figure 3. 8 Sample Instrumented Code.

To show that the Instrument algorithm is correctly implemented, a formal inspection was
conducted over the code. Inspection tasks were defined previous to the inspection with the aim to
verify that the code correctly instrumented the source code. The following properties were the
basis for the creation of the inspection tasks.


Property 1: The Instrument algorithm inserts a saveOrigin instrumentation statement as the
first statement in the method matching the BF-CFG being instrumented.



Property 2: The Instrument algorithm inserts the START instrumentation statement at the
right side of the line that the edge is pointing from.



Property 3: The Instrument algorithm inserts EXIT instrumentation statements at the right
side of the line provided by the toLine value in the edge.



Property 4: The Instrument algorithm inserts every edge that exists in a BF-CFG (minus
START and EXIT) into the corresponding Java source file, at the beginning of the line that
the edge is pointing to.



Property 5: The Instrument algorithm instruments every Java source file that has a
corresponding BF-CFG method.
The formal inspection was done by a faculty member in the Computer Science Department

at UTEP. The full list and description of the inspection tasks is listed in Appendix A. The results
of the inspection is documented in Table 3.3, following the same convention as the previous formal
inspection.
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Table 3. 3 Instrumentor Mapping of Properties to Inspection Tasks.
Inspection Task ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Property
5
1-4
2
2
3
3
4
4
1
1
5

Pass/Fail
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Fail
Pass
Fail
Pass
Pass
Pass

Comments
383, 384
430 origin, 456 start, 473 exit, 351 edge
315
567-570
303
Defect 1
291
Defect 2
448
405
454 origin, 363 edges, 471 start, 487 exit

Defect 1
Issue Description: The issue was caused by the order of instrumentation, the exit mark
statements were being placed before the normal edge mark statements.

Figure 3. 9 Corrected Instrumentation Code.
Resolution: The code was corrected by changing the order of the instrumentations to
instrument the exit edges first (placing them at the leftmost side), then the normal edges (placing
them to the left of the exit mark statement). This corrected the issue, the new code follows below
and is shown in Fig. 3.9.
Defect 2
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Issue Description: This defect was related to Defect 1. The mark statement was being
placed to the left side of the line, but not at the leftmost side. The mark exit statement was being
placed before the mark statement, so the intent of this inspection task was deemed to be incorrect.
Resolution: The code fix that was done under Defect 1 corrected this issue.
A review was done after the correction was applied by the author, and no further issues were found.
3.5 PROCESS 4: POPULATING THE BF-CFG
As shown by Process 4, the PopulateCFG algorithm is initiated during test execution to
insert values into the <ID/> and <Origin/> placeholders. Recall that the BF-CFG stores marked
edges by inserting the values <<Test ID>>@<<Global Counter>> into the <Edge> node. To
populate the <Origin> node, the algorithm inserts the values <<Class Name>>.<<Method
Name>>:<<Test ID>>@<<Global Counter>>, where the names associated with Class Name and
Method Name are for the caller method, and the Test ID into the callee’s BF-CFG. Note that the
insertions are triggered by the instrumented source code.
The class InstrumentingCode contains two methods to support the marking of edges and
capturing the origin data. The mark method takes as input the name of the current CFG, the method
that is being instrumented, and the lines corresponding to the nodes to be marked by this edge. The
saveOrigin method takes no inputs as it calculates who the caller method and class is by looking
at the runtime environment [39]. To support the creation of execution paths, the order of how the
edges were marked must be recorded to ensure this the algorithm keeps a globalCounter variable
which gets stored along the test ID when the data is saved to an edge. Every time an edge or origin
is marked, the global counter is incremented by one. In addition, because different edges might
join at one point in the code, disambiguation is needed to know the actual edge that was traversed.
To solve this problem a variable called previousLine is introduced. This variable holds the
previous line that was visited, making it possible to compare, if a line does not match what the
mark statement is providing, it means: 1) it is a new method and the line is a “START” line, or 2)
this point in the code is a join of multiple edges, and the correct edge is the identified using the
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previousLine and the toLine data. Because transferring control to a different method switches the
context of what the previous line was, and the previous line will be needed when returning to
control after the method is done, a stack is required to save the previousLine value for future use.
The previousLine value is pushed into the stack when the saveOrigin method is invoked (this
means a method was called) and the previousLine is popped when a mark statement is encountered.
To document and facilitate the understanding of this part of the algorithm, a Statechart [40] is
provided in Fig. 3.10.

Figure 3. 10 Statechart Snippet of the PopulateCFG Algorithm that Tracks Traversed Edges.
The rectangles with circular corners represent states of the system, while the text associated
with arrows represents the event or trigger that causes a transition to another state. The text inside
the square brackets ([condition]) denote the condition that must be satisfied for the transition to
occur. The text following the forward slash (/) represents an action that takes place during the
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transition. The “Entry” label denotes what action takes place upon entering a state and the “Exit”
label what action takes place upon leaving the state.
Because the PopulateCFG algorithm is I/O intensive and in order to mitigate the
performance slowness caused by opening and populating many BF-CFG files, the PopulateCFG
algorithm uses buffers to store data until the end of a test run. At the end of a test run, the
saveFiles() method is invoked, which will extract all the common data for a BF-CFG from the
buffers and populate that BF-CFG with only one file open and close.
To verify that the PopulateCFG algorithm was correctly implemented, a formal inspection
process was conducted over the code as was done for the Instrument algorithm. The following
properties about the algorithm were the basis for the creation of the inspection tasks.


Property 1: Every time that an instrumentation is triggered, the globalCounter is
incremented; everytime a mark statement is triggered the previousLine is updated with the
toLine value.



Property 2: Whenever there is a transfer of control, i.e., the saveOrigin method was called,
the previousLine is pushed into the stack and the origin data is stored.



Property 3: When the PopulateCFG encounters an “EXIT” edge, the stack will be popped
and the value stored in the previousLine.



Property 4: When the PopulateCFG encounters a “START” edge or the fromLine matches
the previousLine, the instrumentation mark data will be stored.



Property 5: When the PopulateCFG encounters an edge for which the fromLine does not
match the previousLine, the instrumentation mark data will be stored, replacing the
fromLine with the previousLine.



Property 6: The saveOrigin method stores the origin data in the origin buffer.



Property 7: The saveToFiles populates all the BF-CFGs in the correct format and resets the
state of the PopulateCFG.
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This formal inspection was also done by the same faculty member in the Computer Science
Department at UTEP. The full list and description of the inspection tasks are provided in Appendix
A. The results of the inspection is documented in Table 3.4, following the same convention as
previously described.
Table 3. 4 PopulateCFG Mapping of Properties to Inspection Tasks.
Inspection Task ID
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Property
3,4
1
5
4
3
1
6
1
2
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

Pass/Fail
Fail
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

Comments
Defect 1
234
231
231
236, 237
240
245
247
316
178 store, 181 remove, 172 to stop
198 store, 202 remove, 189 to stop
168 mark, 185 origin, 218 counter
118
126-128
137
298
198

Defect 1
Issue Description: Defect 1 was identified because the Inspection Task ID 1 asks “Does
the mark method store the mark statement data (i.e., fileLocation, fileName, fromLine, toLine,
globalCounter) into the mark buffer?” The task failed because the mark method uses the
previousLocation if the fromLine does not match it.
Resolution: The issue lies in the wording of the Inspection Task. The PopulateCFG
implementation is correct.
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3.6 BF-CFG ANALYSIS
This section describes the types of analysis that are afforded with a BF-CFG. These
include: identification of verification gaps, coverage analysis, fault guidance, and regression test
selection.
3.6.1 Identification of Verification Gaps
A coverage measurement percentage is based on the number of marked edges relative to
the total number of edges. Knowing the percent of coverage that the test cases have achieved in
the SUT gives a general measurement of how much of the system has been tested, but it can also
add the feature of facilitating the identification of what parts of the system were not tested, i.e.
verification gaps. This can be achieved by analyzing the BF-CFGs to determine the missing
coverage in testing, i.e., identifying the edges that have not been marked at least once. Those paths
that were not touched, i.e., the edges unmarked by the testing, represent the parts of the SUT that
have a gap in verification.
Fig 3.11 shows an example preliminary BF-CFG with unmarked edges (in red) between
nodes N4, N6 and N6, N7. For this example BF-CFG, in order to achieve full branch coverage,
the edges connecting nodes N4 to N6, and N6 to N7 are identified as requiring additional

Figure 3. 11 Example BF-CFG with Marked/Unmarked Edges.
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verification. Once the edges are identified, additional verification techniques can be applied, in
particular inspection or walkthrough since identifying test cases may be difficult because of the
analysis needed to determine how to reach that part of the SUT. While a white-box testing
approach could be used instead of the Box-Fusion approach, the white-box approach may be
infeasible in cases where there are a large number of input combinations.

3.6.2 Detecting Potential Defect Location
An additional feature of the Box-Fusion approach is the ability to identify a relationship
between test cases and the covered code. For example, Fig. 3.12 shows a small program
(containing a defect) to determine what letter maps to a numeric average. The nodes are labeled
with the corresponding lines of code.

Figure 3. 12 Example Code and CFG for Letter Grade Calculation.
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Consider the following simple tests:


test ID=1 {average=90, expected finalGrade = A}



test ID=2 {average=80, expected finalGrade = B}



test ID=3 {average=70, expected finalGrade = C}



test ID=4 {average=60, expected finalGrade = D}



test ID=5 {average=50, expected finalGrade = F}

For a BF-CFG, each test case is uniquely associated with a corresponding set of marked
edges identified by a unique number, i.e., the test ID, as shown in Fig 3.13. The numbers by the
edges represent the test ID of the test that marked that edge. Inspecting the code shows that test
IDs 2, 3, 4, and 5 passed while test ID 1 fails (calculates grade of F). In the example above, test
ID 1 is associated with nodes 19, 13, 12, and 10. These nodes are the potential candidates for the
location of the defect (the defect is located in line 10, where the operator should be >=). The test
cases that failed can be traced back to the edges that were marked by the executed tests.

Figure 3. 13 Test ID Marked on a BF-CFG for Letter Grade Calculation.
Under a white-box testing approach, the goal is to generate the least amount of test cases
while providing the coverage with respect to the criterion. When a test fails, every node in that
path must be debugged to detect where the defect is located. However, because the Box-Fusion
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approach uses pairwise testing, the number of tests will be relative to the number of pairs of input
values, which provides an opportunity to draw conclusions about the shared parts of the system
between tests. That is, if a majority of tests pass through a common place in the system, and that
majority of tests pass, then it is probably the case that there are no defects within that shared place
in the system.
3.6.3 Test Case Selection for Regression Testing
A consequence of the Box-Fusion approach is that each test in the set of pairwise test cases
will result in an execution path within the BF-CFG. If a change is introduced in the source code,
the corresponding nodes in the CFG can be used to determine which tests execute over a particular
section of the code. This can be useful because the test IDs connected to the modified nodes
represent the tests, and only those tests, that must be executed to fulfill optimal regression testing.

Figure 3. 14 Example CFG with Modified Node.
For example, as shown in Fig 3.14, if a change is introduced into node N3, the regression testing
can be simply determined by looking at the associated tests that pass through node N3. For this
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example, test IDs 2 and 3 would need to be re-executed. In addition, changes also need to be
tracked on those test IDs that have called this BF-CFG.
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Chapter 4 Case Study
This chapter presents a case study that was conducted to analyze the Box-Fusion approach
and evaluate tools that can support the analysis. Because of the emphasis on pairwise testing, it
was critical to select an algorithm that includes a large set of input combinations. The benefit of
conducting a case study is that a deeper understanding of the capability of the subject of the
investigation, that is the Box-Fusion approach, can be gained. The case study is driven by research
questions and provides a systematic approach to gather data.
This chapter is divided as follows: the first section provides a background of the selected
algorithm for the case study: the Prospec algorithm, which generates formal specifications in LTL
from classifications of patterns, scope, and composite propositions; the second section discusses
the research questions and propositions; the third section discusses the unit of analysis; the fourth
section describes the logic that links the propositions to the data; and the fifth section describes the
criteria for interpreting the findings; and the last section describes the algorithm implementations.
4.1 BACKGROUND
The Prospec algorithm was selected for the case study due to the complexity stemming
from its numerous requirements (specified using first order logic). The choice of such system was
intentional for the following two reasons: 1) the algorithm is complex and challenging to verify
because of the domain knowledge required to generate formal specifications in LTL, making it a
non-trivial real-world example for evaluating the Box-Fusion approach; and 2) the implemented
system can generate a large number of formulas from a large range of inputs, which lends itself to
the application of the pairwise testing technique.
4.1.1 Linear Temporal Logic Background
The use of formal verification techniques, such as the ones mentioned in Chapter 2, has
shown promise in discovering subtleties that can be missed by non-formal techniques such as
testing. Most verification techniques use formal languages to specify system properties. Linear
Temporal Logic (LTL) is a prominent formal specification language that is highly expressive and
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is widely used in formal verification tools such as the model checkers SPIN [26], NUSMV [22]
and the Java Path-Finder [28], and runtime verification of Java programs [29].
4.1.2 LTL Formulas
Formulas in LTL are constructed from elementary propositions and the usual Boolean
operators for not, and, or, imply (¬, ⋀, ⋁, →, respectively). In addition, LTL allows for the use of
temporal operators next (X), eventually (◊), always (□), until (U), weak until (W), and release (R).
In this work the operators W and R are not used. A temporal formula is constructed inductively
from a set of propositions P by applying Boolean connectives ¬ and ⋁ and temporal operators next
(X) and until (U) as follows:


A proposition is a temporal formula.



If p and q are temporal formulas then so are the following:
o

¬p

o p⋁q
o p⋀q
These formulas assume discrete time, i.e., state s may be denoted as 0, or 1, or 2, or … n.
The meaning of the temporal operators is straightforward [cite]:


The formula Xp holds at state s if p holds at the next state s + 1.



The formula ◊p holds at state s if p is true at some state s′ ≥ s.



The formula □p holds at state s if p is true at all states s′ ≥ s.



The formula pUq holds at state s, if there is a state s′ ≥ s at which q is true and, if s′ is such
a state, then p is true at all states si for which s ≤ si < s′.
Since LTL formulas assume a discrete time, then an LTL formula is satisfied in a specific

state if the behavior specified by the formula is specified in every possible future path in the Kripke
structure. A more detailed description can be found in [30].
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4.1.3 SPS Algorithm
To assist users in the generation of formal specifications, the Specification Pattern System
(SPS) was developed [31, 32]. The work defined a set of patterns to represent the most commonly
used software properties and to guide the practitioner through generating formal specifications of
these properties. Patterns capture the expertise of developers by describing behaviors of recurrent
properties. SPS also defined a set of scopes of system execution where the pattern of interest must
hold.

Each pattern and scope combination can be mapped to specifications in LTL and

Computational Tree Logic (CTL). The main patterns defined by SPS are: Universality, Absence,
Existence, Precedence, and Response. Their descriptions can be viewed in the SPS website [32].
SPS defines, five types of scopes: Global, Before R, After L, Between L and R and After L until R.
SPS is presented as a website [32] with links to descriptions of the patterns. The website provides
a mapping of each pattern and scope combination into different formal specification languages.
Composite propositions (CP) [33] expand the expressiveness of patterns and scopes to
include the specification of sequential and concurrent behaviors. In practical applications, there is
often a need to describe properties where one or more of the pattern or scope parameters are made
of multiple (i.e., composite) propositions. To describe such properties, SPS was extended by
introducing a classification for defining sequential and concurrent behavior to describe pattern and
scope parameters. Specifically, the work [33] defined the following CP classes: AtLeastOneC,
AtLeastOneE, ParallelC, ParallelE, ConsecutiveC, ConsecutiveE, EventuallyC, and EventuallyE.
The subscripts

C

and

E

describe whether the propositions within a CP class are asserted as

conditions or events, respectively. A proposition defined as a condition holds in one or more
consecutive states. A proposition defined as event means that there is an instant at which the
proposition changes value in two consecutive states.
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4.1.4 Prospec Algorithm
Previous work [34] defined a set of templates that can be used to ease the generation of
LTL specifications for all pattern, scope, and CP combinations. This work resulted in an
algorithm, referred to in this work as the Prospec algorithm, which generates the LTL formulas

Table 4. 1 Composite Propositions.
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Composite
Proposition
AtLeastOneC
AtLeastOneE
ParallelC
ParallelC
ConsecutiveC
ConsecutiveE
EventuallyC
EventuallyE

from the set of templates. The Prospec algorithm defined nine templates to generate formulas
within the Global scope, fourteen for formulas within the Before R scope, and another five
templates to generate the formulas within the Between L and R and the After L until R scopes. The
templates used by the algorithm generate one property by selecting one out of five possible pattern
types, one out of five possible scopes, and each pattern and scope can be described by zero to two
CPs, where each CP can be one out of eight possible types, as shown in Table 4.1. Thus, more
than 31,000 properties can be generated from these combinations (refer to Table 4.2). Formal
proofs and software inspections were used to validate the correctness of the LTL templates.
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Table 4. 2 Breakdown of Property Types.
Pattern/
Scope
Absence P
Existence P
UniversalityP
Q Precedence P
Q Strict
Precedence P
Q Response P
Total

4.2

8
8
8
64
64

Before
R
64
64
64
512
512

After
L
64
64
64
512
512

Between
L and R
512
512
512
4096
4096

After L
Until R
512
512
512
4096
4096

64
216

512
1728

512
1728

4096
13824

4096
13824

Global

Total
1160
1160
1160
9280
9280
9280
31320

RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND PROPOSITIONS
The research questions that are driving the research are as follows:

RQ 1. How can pairwise testing be augmented to direct the developer to potential areas of faulty
code, untested code, and related test failures?
RQ 2. How can pairwise test cases be identified to achieve the appropriate coverage required by
regression testing?
To address these questions, the research developed a Box-Fusion approach that enhances
pairwise testing with a BF-CFG that drives the instrumentation of a system-under-test and captures
the execution path of the pairwise tests. Driven by RQ1, the case study will examine the
capabilities of the approach in finding faults, areas of the code that have not been tested, and
determine the techniques that are needed to assist in the analysis of the of test failures. Determining
whether the Box-Fusion approach addresses RQ2 is driven by analyzing the impact of change to
the code.
A proposition in a case study is a claim about the research questions that provides a way to
direct the evidence needed to support the claim. The propositions are as follows:
P1. The Box-Fusion approach can determine the areas of the code that require additional
verification.
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P2. The code defects, which are identified through one or more pairwise tests, are located in
the execution path(s) identified by the Box-Fusion approach.
P3. Analyzing the BF-CFG using a suite of pairwise tests can narrow the potential sections of
code where a defect is located.
P4. Regression tests can be optimized by matching the modified nodes of a BF-CFG to the
tests that pass through the node.
Note that P3 is an exploratory effort that will include identification of common paths,
success in classifying failed tests, and reduction in the execution path, i.e., the length of the
execution path.
4.3 UNITS OF ANALYSIS
Units of analysis define what the “case” is in the case study [35]. In the context of this
study, there are two main systems that are studied. The first system is an implementation of a
subset of the Prospec algorithm that only uses atomic propositions, i.e., those that do not consider
composite propositions. The second system is an implementation of the Prospec algorithm, which
includes composite propositions.

The Box-Fusion approach will be used on each of the

implementations, which will yield a BF-CFG and instrumented source code for of the algorithms.
The task of generating the pairwise test cases to verify the possible properties generated by
the Prospec algorithm implementations required the analysis of the input to the algorithm because
of difference in parameters. The Prospec algorithm takes as input parameters in terms of patterns,
scopes as shown in Table 4.2. The values represent the number of possible composite
combinations, for example for Global column with Absence row, represents that the Global scope
does not require any parameters, whereas the Absence patterns requires one parameter, P. Recall
that parameter P can be any of the 8 possible combinations of composite propositions as shown in
Table 4.1. Something more complicated, such as the pattern Precedence P, Q with the scope
Between L and R requires 4 different composite propositions (84) for a total of 4096 possible
combinations.
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Instead of testing all 31,320 possible combinations, a pairwise approach will reduce the
number of combinations by testing only pairs of parameters. To facilitate the generation of this
reduction, the online tool Pairwiser [36] was used. Pairwiser has a web-based interface that can
be used to enter parameter definitions, generate tests and export test inputs as excel files.
The first required step is to enter the testing parameters. This was done by entering the six
parameter names: Pattern, Scope, P, Q, L, and R. Then for each of these parameters, the possible
values were entered, as shown in Fig. 4.1 below.

`
Figure 4. 1 Pairwiser Parameter Inputs
Since not all patterns and scopes require P, Q, L or R, a value of 0 was used to constrain
the generation of combinations to only generate valid combinations. The value 0 represents an
empty parameter; for example for the Absence pattern, when Q is set to the value of 0, it signifies
that Q is not a required parameter. The following were the constraints added and Fig. 4.2 shows
the actual constraints entered into the Pairwiser tool:


The patterns Absence and Existence were constrained to always have a value of 0 for Q.



The patterns Responds, StrictlyPrecedes, and Precedes were constrained to not allow a
value of 0 for Q.



The scope Global was constrained to always have a value of 0 for both L and R.



The scope After L was constrained to always have a value of 0 for R and to not allow a
value of 0 for L.
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The scope Before R was constrained to always have a value of 0 for L and to not allow a
value of 0 for R.

Figure 4. 3 Sample of the Generated Test Cases.

Figure 4. 2 Constraints Used in Pairwiser.
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The scopes BetweenLandR and AfterLuntilR were constrained to not allow a value of 0 for
both L and R.
Requesting the generation of the tests resulted in 132 tests cases that were exported into an

excel file. Note that column 1 in Fig. 4.3 presents the Test ID. The last four columns provide the
CP combinations. A sample of the lower portion of the tests is shown in Fig. 4.3 below. The full
set of tests appear on Appendix A.
The Pairwise excel file containing all of the 132 generated test cases was verified to confirm
that the set of test cases is complete, i.e., by ensuring that every combination of pairs of Pattern,
Scope, and CP Type was represented at least once. For example, Pattern Absence of P was checked
to be paired with every type of Scope (5 possible pairs). Another example was to check that every
CP Type was tested in every combination of Pattern and Scope, i.e., it could include P, Q, L and
R, with the exception of Global. Additionally, each pair of CP combination was checked in at
least one test. No missing test cases were found. Similarly, for the first Prospec implementation

Figure 4. 4 Atomic Prospec Pairwise Tests.
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that only uses atomic propositions, the pairwise test generation resulted in a total of 30 tests. The
results are shown in Fig. 4.4.
The results of the pairwise testing are stored in GitHub [62]. For each unit of analysis, a
set of data was collected as shown below in Table 4.3.

Table 4. 3 Artifacts Used to Collect Data.
Artifact
BF-CFG
Implemented
System
Pairwise
Test
Suite
Participant

Data Collected
Execution path
Coverage achieved
Uncovered edges found
Defect location
Change location
Version of the code
Passed/failed tests
Tests identified for regression testing
Time spent finding defect

From the BF-CFG, the execution path is identified for each test case, which is used to
calculate a coverage percentage for each implementation. From the BF-CFG, those edges that
were not covered are marked as uncovered edges and related parts of the system identified. For
each system, the location of found defects and changes in code were documented. When
modifications to the system is done, a new version was saved and tested. The tests that pass and
fail were identified from the pairwise test suite. Tests that were identified for regression testing
were recorded. The participants of the study recorded the time spent finding defects following the
Box-Fusion approach.
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4.4 LOGIC LINKING
Logic linking connects the data to propositions [35]. The data that the study collected from
the unit of analysis identified in the previous section, was analyzed for each proposition as Table
4.4 shows. Note that P3 is an exploratory effort that will include identification of common paths,
success in classifying failed tests, and reduction in the execution path, i.e., the length of the
execution path.

Table 4. 4 Data Collected for Each Proposition
Proposition
P1
P2

P3
P4

Data Collected
Coverage achieved
Edges not traversed
Execution path
Defect location
Time spent
Passed/failed tests
Version of the code
Execution paths
Passed/failed tests
Version of the code
Change location
Tests identified to execute

The propositions were evaluated by using the data gathered from the analysis of the study
as follows:


For Proposition 1: The BF-CFG is analyzed to identify edges and nodes that have been
touched by any test from the pairwise test suite. This will be used to calculate the
percentage of branch coverage for each software system. To detect the parts of the system
that are not covered by the testing, the edges that have no Test ID assigned are identified.
The resulting edges and nodes that are identified as not covered are then mapped to the
lines of code in the SUT. These nodes, edges, and lines of code are collected along with
the test suite.
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For Proposition 2, two approaches are used: 1) Implementation 1 (Simple LTL Generator),
which has been verified through pairwise testing, will be seeded with defects to ensure that
the execution paths of failed tests are returned by the Box-Fusion approach, and 2)
Implementation 2 (Prospec Algorithm), which has a known defect for the ResponseAfterLuntilR formulas, will be used to check whether the BF-CFG assists in locating the
defect(s). The participant will strictly follow the identified execution path to determine the
location of the defect within the system. The time required for two participants to locate
the defect will be recorded for future work to assist in evaluating the approach’s efficiency
in discovering the location of a defect.



For Proposition 3, the study will analyze the execution paths for the failed tests from the
pairwise testing suite. The goal is to compare variations in the algorithms that retrieve
intersections of nodes within a BF-CFG to determine the best approach for reducing the
number of BF-CFG nodes where defects may be located.



For Proposition 4, lines of code will be modified resulting in a new version, denoted as
Version 2. The BF-CFG nodes, which represent methods in which the modified lines
occur, will be examined to determine what test IDs from Test Suite A (a set of test cases
generated by the Pairwiser tool) have touched those nodes. This set of tests, which we call
Test Suite B, is a subset of Test Suite A, and is the set of test to be executed during
regression testing. The data to be collected are the results of running 1) Test Suite A on the
original code, 2) Test Suite B on Version 2 of the code, and 3) Test Suite A \ Test Suite B
on the both the original code and Version 2.

4.5 CRITERIA FOR INTERPRETING FINDINGS
The following was the criteria used to interpret the findings from the gathered data:
1. Proposition 1: The correctness of the algorithms that instrument and create the BF-CGFs,
was accomplished using formal inspections as described in the previous chapter. In
addition, the correctness of the algorithms to compute the coverage data and verification
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gaps, were also accomplished using formal inspections. The data collected from the
algorithms were analyzed to provide support for Proposition 1.
2. Proposition 2: The seeded defects in the SimpleLTL Generator, are identified through one
or more pairwise tests and were checked to determine if they were in the execution path(s)
identified by the Box-Fusion approach. For the Prospec Algorithm implementation the
criterion is whether the participants can locate a defect by examining the execution path
provided by the Box-Fusion approach.
3. Proposition 3: The criteria for interpreting the results was based on the effectiveness of the
Box-Fusion algorithms in narrowing the potential sections of code where a defect is
located. The results of the algorithms were compared.
4. Proposition 4: To evaluate the results of Test Suite A \ Test Suite B (as defined earlier) on
the original version of the code and on the modified version of the code, will be compared
with Version 2 to ensure that the results were identical.
4.6 THE PROSPEC ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATIONS
As mentioned before, two different implementations of the Prospec algorithm were used
by this case study. The first system constructed only implements a subset of the Prospec algorithm
that only takes as input propositions of the type atomic.

The second system constructed

implements the whole algorithm, including taking input as composite propositions. The following
sections describe the implementation details.
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4.6.1 Simple LTL Generator Implementation
The Simple LTL Generator implementation was completed in 2010 by the author. The
resulting implementation size is described by Table 4.5 below:
Table 4. 5 Simple LTL System Size Metrics
Number of Classes
28

Number of Methods

Total Lines of Code

113

1146

The benefit of using this system in the case study is that the pairwise testing for this system is the
exhaustive combination of all possible inputs. This allows the analysis the propositions of the case
study for the Box-Fusion approach in a small controlled system.

4.6.2 Prospec Algorithm Implementation
The construction of the Prospec algorithm was conducted by teams of students in the 2015
Software Construction class at the University of Texas at El Paso. The class consisted of 30 (12
undergrads, 18 grads) students and was divided into five six-person teams of both novice and
experienced developers. Every team contained at least one student who had been exposed to the
algorithm in previous classes. The students were given an article describing the algorithm [34],
and they spent six weeks to develop a working implementation in Java. The decision of the
programming language stems from the language being a pre-requisite to the course, thus ensuring
that all the students had the technical knowledge to implement the system.
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Each team delivered a system implementing the Prospec algorithm. As shown in Table 4.6
below teams had a certain level of code structure variance as seen by the different numbers of
classes, methods and total lines of code. To facilitate instrumentation and CFG generation, two
constraints were placed on the implementation, the else-if statement was not allowed to be used
and basic blocks of one line had to be enclosed in scoping brackets.
Table 4. 6 Implemented System Size Metrics
Team #

Number of Classes

Number of Methods

Total Lines of Code

Team 1

53

135

3468

Team 2

72

109

3274

Team 3

84

237

4024

Team 4

9

47

1499

Team 5

36

122

1834

Each of the implementations was reviewed and evaluated to select the system for this case
study. The criteria for selection was 1) completeness of the implementation, 2) design of the
system, 3) adherence to coding standards and good programming practices. The system that best
met this criteria was Team 2, which is the system that is used in this case study.
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Chapter 5: Results and Observations
This chapter presents the results and observations of a systematic effort in analyzing the
Box-Fusion approach. The analysis presented in this chapter is guided by the propositions
established for the case study in Chapter 4. As such, the chapter is organized by each proposition.
Section 1 concentrates on Proposition 1, the identification of areas that require additional
verification in a system. Section 2 focuses on discussing the analysis of Proposition 2, which aims
to show that defects are located within the execution path identified by the Box-Fusion approach.
Section 3 explores Proposition 3, discussing how the Box-Fusion approach can be used to narrow
down the potential location of defects. Section 4 describes the analysis on Proposition 4, i.e., how
the Box-Fusion approach can be used to optimize regression testing. Throughout this chapter two
implementations are discussed, the Simple LTL Generator, which generates LTL formulas using
only atomic propositions and the Prospec Algorithm which generates formulas using composite
propositions.

5.1 PROPOSITION 1 ANALYSIS: THE BOX-FUSION APPROACH DETERMINES GAPS IN TESTING
This section discusses the results of measuring branch coverage criteria to the pairwise
testing suite on the SUTs. The intent of Proposition 1 is to establish that the Box-Fusion approach
can be used to determine what parts of the SUT have been tested (i.e., coverage measurement) and
what parts have not been tested (i.e., gap identification) by a specific pairwise testing test suite.
5.1.1 Measuring SUT Coverage
As mentioned in Chapter 3, one of the capabilities that the Box-Fusion approach can
provide is the measurement of coverage. The CoverageMiner tool was developed to gather the
measurement data for each implementation. The tool accesses each BF-CFG, parses each edge
and determines the percentage of edges that were marked over edges that were not marked. For
example if a CFG has 10 edges, and only 7 have been marked, the BF-CFG is deemed to have
70% coverage. The tool then calculates the total number of edges marked over the total number
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of edges for all the BF-CFGs in an implementation. The tool stores the results for each CFG and
all the combined CFGs file within the location of the BF-CFGs. An example snippet of the output
file is shown in Fig 5.1.
In order to trust the results generated by the CoverageMiner tool, a formal inspection was

Figure 5. 1 Sample Results File.
conducted over the code. Inspections tasks were defined prior to the inspection, aiming to verify
that the code correctly identified all edges, identified visited edges, and correctly calculated the
percentage. The following properties about the tool were the basis for the creation of the inspection
tasks.


Property 1: The CoverageMiner tool inspects every BF-CFG for a given implementation.



Property 2: The CoverageMiner tool measures the branch coverage for a given system by
dividing all the tested edges over the total number of edges.



Property 3: The CoverageMiner tool stores the results in a file.
The formal inspection was done by a faculty member in the Computer Science Department

at UTEP. The full list and description of the inspection tasks is listed in Appendix A. The results
of the inspection is documented in Table 5.1, the first column represents the task ID that maps
Table N with the corresponding checklist table in Appendix A, the second column maps the
Property to the inspection task, the third column documents if the inspection task passed or failed
and the last column documents the lines that were found to satisfy the inspection task. The results
of the inspection found no defects.
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Table 5. 1 CoverageMiner Mapping of Properties to Inspection Tasks.
Inspection Task ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Property
1
2
2
2
2
2
3

Pass/Fail
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

Comments
30-34
57
73
57, 66
73-75
57, 66 , 73-75, 80-82
90-93

5.1.2 SimpleLTL Generator Coverage Analysis
Applying the tool to the SimpleLTL Generator measured the coverage as shown in Table
5.2. The table shows the system measured, test suite used, number of edges touched by a test, total
edges counted and the resulting branch coverage achieved for every BF-CFG generated and
instrumented into the system. The results are particularly surprising because the pairwise test suite

Table 5. 2 Branch Coverage for the Simple LTL Generator.
Simple LTL Generator
Total Covered

Test Suite
30 Tests

Edges
touched
307

Total edges
598

Branch Coverage
51.33 %

was also the exhaustive set of all possible combinations, not including erroneous combinations.
How can an exhaustive test suite only cover 51% of the SUT?
Inspecting the code yields the reason of why this percentage is so low. The original code
relied on a Model subsystem that includes classes for composite propositions, which are not
actually used in the algorithm. Because the system was not pruned of those classes, BF-CFGs
were generated for them and became part of the total edges counted, thus lowering the branch
coverage percentage. In addition, the exhaustive test suite does not account for invalid
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combinations; thus there was code that was related to error handling that did not include invalid
combinations by the pairwise test case suite.

This can confirmed by the classes (except

Proposition.java) under the package “prospec.model.proposition”. The full measurements broken
down by classes and methods are given in Appendix C.
5.1.3 Prospec Algorithm Coverage Analysis
The second implementation, the Prospec Algorithm was measured using the pairwise test
suite described in Chapter 4. The results of the coverage measurement can be seen in Table 5.3.
Table 5. 3 Branch Coverage for the Prospec Algorithm Implementation
Prospec Algorithm
Implementation
Total Covered

Test Suite
132 Tests

Edges
touched
1410

Total edges
1981

Branch
Coverage
71.14%

The results for this coverage are aligned with the expectation that pairwise testing will not
provide complete coverage, and as such over 70% of coverage is a solid result for only 132 tests
out of more than 31,000 possible combinations. For further study, the Pairwiser online tool will
generate different set of tests depending on the order of the parameters. An addition two sets of
tests were generated, which a different combination and number of tests for the pairs. The
coverage was measured for these test suites and it was found that they were consistent with each
other. Table 5.4 shows the coverage results for other pairwise test suites.
Table 5. 4 Branch Coverage for Different Pairwise Test Suites
Prospec Algorithm
Implementation
First Test Suite
Variation 1 Test Suite
Variation 2 Test Suite

Test Suite
132 Tests
136 Tests
137 Tests

Edges
touched
1410
1430
1427
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Total edges
1981
1989
1989

Branch
Coverage
71.14%
71.90%
71.75%

5.1.4 Verification Gap Analysis
Knowing the branch coverage percentage can be useful in gauging the amount that the
system is actually tested by a pairwise test suite. However, and more importantly, the parts of the
system that were not touched need to be identified. First, just as it was observed on the SimpleLTL
Generator, some pieces of the system might be unreachable through testing. Secondly, identifying
the gaps in the testing coverage can be a guiding factor in deciding how to complement pair-wise
testing with other verification techniques.
To identify these untested parts of the code, the tool VerificationGapMiner was developed.
The purpose of the tool is -to traverse through the system’s BF-CFGs, checking which parts of the
system have not been tested at all, i.e., the untouched edges. Once these edges are identified, the
tool can gather what parts of the code correspond to the untested edges and map them to actual
lines in the system. A sample result is shown for the SimpleLTL Generator in Fig. 5.2.
To show that the VerificationGapMiner tool correctly identifies these untested edges, a

Figure 5. 2 Small Output of the VerificationGapMiner
formal inspection was performed over the implementation. The following are the properties
established to act as the basis of the verification tasks.


Property 1: The VerificationGapMiner tool inspects every BF-CFG for a given
implementation.



Property 2: The VerificationGapMiner tool detects the correct corresponding lines of code
for untested edges.



Property 3: The VerificationGapMiner tool stores the results in a file.
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The formal inspection was done again by a faculty member in the Computer Science
Department at UTEP. The full list and description of the inspection tasks is listed in Appendix A.
The results of the inspection, which found no defects, is documented in Table 5.5.

Table 5. 5 VerificationGapMiner Mapping of Properties to Inspection Tasks.
Inspection Task ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Property
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
3

Pass/Fail
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

Comments
31-35
52
53
73
74
65-66
76
31-35

5.1.5 Gap Analysis of the Implementations
Putting the SimpleLTL Generator implementation through the VerificationGapMiner tool
yielded the lines of code and possible execution paths of the untested system. The full results are
documented on Appendix X. Analysis of the results confirm that the majority of the code is
unreachable code that remained from the model subsystem being part of another system.
Additionally, other parts of the code are not touched because they are only used for error handling.
An example is the code shown in Fig. 5.3. Line 406 from the SimpleLTL is not reached because
the code used to display an error. This path is not easily reachable by testing the system as a whole.

Figure 5. 3 Unreachable Code Example at Line 406.
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A more appropriate technique would be to do a walkthrough or a formal inspection on this section
of code. This would ensure that the code is verified at this point, without having to take apart the
system to reach this line.
5.1.6 Summary of Analysis for Proposition 1
Two observations can be made after analyzing the data collected while measuring the
branch coverage and identifying the verification gaps.
Result 1: The Box-Fusion approach can identify the gaps in the pairwise testing. This is
complementary to gathering the branch coverage data, which the Box-Fusion approach also
supports.
Observation 1: Using the tools to determine gaps in the coverage can also serve as a
resource that can be used to support other verification techniques, such as walkthroughs and
inspections. In addition, the result from the gap analysis can lead to a broader approach than using
unit testing because the pairwise tests support system testing by its nature. What this means is that
if the tester wishes to target a specific set of lines, coming up with the test data to reach that path
might be difficult. Instead, one of the capabilities of the Box-Fusion approach when using gap
verification identification is the benefit of being able to systematically verify an integrated system
by following the execution paths to inspect or walk through the code.
5.2 PROPOSITION 2 ANALYSIS: THE BOX-FUSION APPROACH IDENTIFIES DEFECT LOCATION
This section details the analysis performed for the case study for Proposition 2. The goal
of this proposition is to show that the Box-Fusion approach can establish the location of a defect
within an execution path generated from the BF-CFGs. Two target systems are used, the
SimpleLTL Generator and the full Prospec implementation.
5.2.1 SimpleLTL Generator Analysis
As previously described in Chapter 3, the SimpleLTL Generator is an implementation that
generates LTL formulas using only atomic propositions. To be able to identify the potential
location of the defects, the execution path had to be identified from the BF-CFG. An execution
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path will show the sequence and location of the SUT as the testing data progressed through the
system. To expose this data, a tool called ExecutionPathFinder was developed. This tool receives
as input a Test ID and a location of BF-CFGs, and extracts the execution path for that Test ID from
the BF-CFGs. A snippet output is shown in Fig. 5.4, and a full example can be seen in Appendix
D. The Step number indicates the order of the execution, the second column describes the BFCFG and edge touched, denoted by “Line: N1 -> Line: N2”, which signifies that the edge
connecting Line 6 to Line 7 was traversed. A line with Class.Method -> BF-CFG indicates transfer
of control from one BF-CFG to another, e.g. Step 21 and Step 24 on Fig 5.4.

Figure 5. 4 Example of Output of the ExecutionPathFinder Implementation.
To demonstrate that the ExecutionPathFinder tool was correctly implemented and will
of output
ExecutionPathFinder
displayExample
the execution
path of
forthe
a testID.
The followingimplementation.
are the properties established to act as the
basis of the verification tasks.


Property 1: The ExecutionPathFinder tool inspects every BF-CFG for a given
implementation.



Property 2: The ExecutionPathFinder tool detects the corresponding lines of code for a
given testID edges.



Property 3: The ExecutionPathFinder displays the Execution Path in incremental order.
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The formal inspection was executed by a faculty member of the Computer Science
Department at UTEP. The full list and description of the inspection tasks is listed in Appendix A.
The results of the inspection is documented in Table 5.6. The inspection found one defect.

Table 5. 6 ExecutionPathFinder Mapping of Properties to Inspection Tasks.
Inspection Task ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Property
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
3
3

Pass/Fail
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Fail
Pass

Comments
46-47
59-61
112
113
Val: 164 ID 159
171
173-175
117
124-136
Defect 1
71-74

Defect 1
Issue Description: This defect was deemed as fail because the output of a method call step
is in the wrong format according to Task 10.
Resolution: The documentation was corrected.
Now that the Box-Fusion algorithm has been verified, the next task is to show that the BoxFusion approach supports the ability to identify defects as stated in Proposition 2. Towards this
purpose, the system was seeded with defects by a person with no knowledge of the code and the
defects were unbeknown to the author. The system was turned over to the author with the seeded
defects as shown below in Table 5.7.
The Box-Fusion approach was applied to the SUT, BF-CFGs were created and
instrumentation was applied to the SimpleLTL implementation. The Pairwiser tool generated 30
test cases, which is the exhaustive combination of inputs for this program. For this section, Test
IDs 1..N match the 30 test cases defined in the test suite. In order to facilitate the testing, a test
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driver was developed to initialize, input and execute all 30 formulas to the SUT, outputting the
results to the console and storing them in a file.
The results of the testing showed that Test IDs 3, 4, 5, 10, 14, 16, 22, 23, 24 and 28 failed.
Table 5. 7 SimpleLTL Generator Defects Seeded.
No. Line
Defect Seeded
(SimpleLTL_Generator.java)
1
19
Changed “AND ¬” to “OR”
2
39
Changed “) U (” to “)(” and “AND
¬<> ” to “AND <>”
3
59
Took out of one of the closing
parenthesis
4
69
Changed “¬<>” to “¬[]”
5
99
Changed “¬((¬” to “¬(¬(”
6
104
Changed “AND” to “OR”
7
164
Changed “→<>” to “AND <>”
8
181
Changed “Response” to
“Universality”

Comments

The output of the seeded program is shown in Fig. 5.5. The Test ID is associated with the output
LTL.
The code was versioned as SimpleLTL Seeded V1.0, to establish a baseline for the seeds
introduced.
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Figure 5. 5 Seeded SimpleLTL Output.
The process to detect and correct the seeded defects while conducting this case study is
defined as follows:
1. Record time of start.
2. Select the Test ID at the front of the list and record the failed Test ID.
3. Extract the execution path for this Test ID using the ExecutionPathFinder tool.
4. Using the execution path, follow the code and examine every line it touches to identify
the source of the defect.
5. Once the defect is located, correct the defect and record the line number.
6. Determine the impact of changing the line(s) of code by using the RegressionFinder
tool (see Section 5.4 for details on this tool). Record Test IDs identified by tool.
7. Re-test selected failed Test ID. Record if test passes/fails.
8. Reorganize the list of failed Test IDs placing Test IDs identified by the regression tool
towards the end of the list.
9. Record ending time.
10. Create a new version of the SUT.
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Table 5. 8 Data Collected While Correcting Seeded Simple LTL Generator.
Test
ID

Regressio
n Results

Version of the
Code

Observation

3

Defect Line
(SimpleLTL_G
enerator.java)
99

3

Test passed after correction.

4

181

Test failed after first correction.

9

4

164

10, 14, 16,
22, 28
4

104

5

Test passed after second
correction.
Test passed after correction.

4

5
23

69

23

Test passed after correction.

5

24

19

24

Test passed after correction.

3

10

N/A

N/A

SimpleLTL
Seeded V1.1
SimpleLTL
Seeded V1.2
SimpleLTL
Seeded V1.3
SimpleLTL
Seeded V1.4
SimpleLTL
Seeded V1.5
SimpleLTL
Seeded V1.6
N/A

Time
Spent
(mins)
11

1

14

39

14

Test 10 passed by the
correction applied to Test 4.
Test passed after correction.

16

N/A

N/A

1

22

59

22

Test 16 passed by the
correction applied for Test 4.
Test passed after correction.

28

N/A

N/A

Test 28 passed by the
correction applied for Test 4.

1

SimpleLTL
Seeded V1.7
N/A
SimpleLTL
Seeded V1.8
N/A

7

4

3

The results of the process applied to correcting the seeded defects can be seen in Table 5.8.
The first column lists the ordering of correction of seeded defects, per Test ID. The second column
contains the line number where the defect was found; all of the seeded defects belonged to the
same class. The third column displays the Test IDs that were identified by the regression tool as
impacted by the change in the line of code. The fourth and fifth column contain the version number
for each correction applied and any observations made, respectively. The final column displays
the time spent on following the process above and correcting each defect.
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5.2.2 Prospec LTL Implementation Analysis
The other part of the study for Proposition 2 is the application of the Box-Fusion approach
to the Prospec Algorithm implementation. This system implements composite propositions which
explode the input combinations to over 31,000. This part of the study will focus on detecting the
location of a defect that affects properties of the type Response-AfterLuntilR. The defect that all
these formulas exhibit is the error of having a closing parenthesis followed immediately by an
open parenthesis. The process will be similar to one applied in detecting seeded defects in the
Simple LTL Generator. The pairwise Test IDs that were identified to exhibit the parenthesis defect
are: 2, 5, 17, 20, 23, 28, 30, 54, 58, 59, and 60.
Table 5. 9 Participant 1 Data Collected While Correcting the Prospect Algorithm Implementation.
Test
ID
2

Defect Line

5

N/A

Regression
Results
2,5,17,20,23,
28,30,
54,58,59,60
N/A

17

N/A

N/A

T2 V1.1

20

N/A

N/A

T2 V1.1

23

N/A

N/A

T2 V1.1

28

N/A

N/A

T2 V1.1

30

N/A

N/A

T2 V1.1

54

N/A

N/A

T2 V1.1

58

N/A

N/A

T2 V1.1

59

N/A

N/A

T2 V1.1

60

N/A

N/A

T2 V1.1

AfterLUntilRc
Line 30

Version of
the Code
T2 V1.1
T2 V1.1
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Observation

Time Spent

Test passed after
correction.

1 hour
45 mins

Test passed. Fixed by
correction for Test 2.
Test passed. Fixed by
correction for Test 2.
Test passed. Fixed by
correction for Test 2.
Test passed. Fixed by
correction for Test 2.
Test passed. Fixed by
correction for Test 2.
Test passed. Fixed by
correction for Test 2.
Test passed. Fixed by
correction for Test 2.
Test passed. Fixed by
correction for Test 2.
Test passed. Fixed by
correction for Test 2.
Test passed. Fixed by
correction for Test 2.

3mins
2mins
1min
1min
1min
1min
30secs
30secs
30secs
30secs

Table 5.9 and Table 5.10 display the results of the following the process to detect the defect,
following the same descriptions as the results table described in Section 5.2.1.
Table 5. 10 Participant 2 Data Collected While Correcting the Prospect Algorithm Implementation.
Test
ID
2

Defect Line

5

N/A

Regression
Results
2,5,17,20,23,
28,30,
54,58,59,60
N/A

17

N/A

N/A

T2 V2.1

20

N/A

N/A

T2 V2.1

23

N/A

N/A

T2 V2.1

28

N/A

N/A

T2 V2.1

30

N/A

N/A

T2 V2.1

54

N/A

N/A

T2 V2.1

58

N/A

N/A

T2 V2.1

59

N/A

N/A

T2 V2.1

60

N/A

N/A

T2 V2.1

AfterLUntilRc
Line 30

Version of
the Code
T2 V2.1
T2 V2.1

Observation

Time Spent

Test passed after
correction.

1 hour 59 minutes

Test passed. Fixed by
correction for Test 2.
Test passed. Fixed by
correction for Test 2.
Test passed. Fixed by
correction for Test 2.
Test passed. Fixed by
correction for Test 2.
Test passed. Fixed by
correction for Test 2.
Test passed. Fixed by
correction for Test 2.
Test passed. Fixed by
correction for Test 2.
Test passed. Fixed by
correction for Test 2.
Test passed. Fixed by
correction for Test 2.
Test passed. Fixed by
correction for Test 2.

1 min
1 min
30 secs
30 secs
30 secs
30 secs
30 secs
30 secs
30 secs
30 secs

After 1 hour and 45 minutes, Participant 1 located the error on line 30 as shown in Fig. 5.6.
Regression testing was applied to the line, and the resulting test IDs were all marked as candidates
for regression testing. A new version was documented and observations annotated. Subsequent
testing of the rest of the formulas found that the error had been corrected for every one of them.
The same process was repeated, and Participant 2 located the same defect in 1 hour and 59 minutes.
The error is shown in Fig 5.6, showing the line before and after the correction was inserted.
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Figure 5. 6 Defect Before and Correction at line 30.
5.2.3 Summary of Analysis for Proposition 2
Three observations can be made after analyzing the data collected while correcting the
seeded defects.
Result 1: The Box-Fusion approach does indeed capture the defect location within an
execution path, directly supporting Proposition 2. The data in defect Table 5.6 in Section 5.2.1
matches exactly what was seeded, and following the execution path strictly led into the location
of the defects. For the second implementation, following the path provided by the
ExecutionPathFinder tool yielded the defect for all the tests in that set.
Observation 1: For the SimpleLTL Generator, an interesting feature that was gleamed
from this analysis is that the execution path assisted in the correction of the second seeded defect
found under Test ID 4 in an unexpected way. After it was determined that the test still failed, it
was discovered that there was no need to start from the beginning of the execution path, but instead
the developer could continue from where the defect was fixed. The execution path had already
been inspected; therefore, there was no need to inspect that part again.
Observation 2: Another observation of interest was made when using the regression tool.
Because the tool identifies the pairwise tests that touch each node, using the tool can give a measure
of the impact that a modification might have in the system. For example, for Test ID 4 in the seeded
SimpleLTL Generator, the regression tool identified that 20 other tests passed through this line of
code. Meaning that a change in this part of the system could have affect other parts of the system.
The impact of this change was seen because by correcting this defect, the defects associated with
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test IDs 10, 26, and 28 were also corrected. This approach can provide a way to capture what tests
could be impacted by a change in a part of the code.
5.3 PROPOSITION 3: ANALYSIS OF THE BOX-FUSION APPROACH TO NARROW DEFECT
LOCATION
This section discussed potential ways to use the Box-Fusion approach to narrow down the
location of defects in a system. Because pairwise testing is a black-box approach, a failed test case
will not say anything about the location of the defect. For this proposition, the study aimed to
explore what potential techniques could be used in conjunction with the data of failed/passed tests,
and knowledge of the execution path to guide the developer on the potential location of defects.
The first step is to select a good set of tests to use for this proposition. In order to have a
much better understanding of what techniques might work, the selection of the test cases focused
on a known defect. For this analysis, 10 test cases from the pairwise test suite that contained the
Response-AfterLUntilR were selected, and the defect was the one found on section 5.2.2, the
missing “->” in the formula.
Exploring the set of tests using the ExecutionPathFinder quickly shows that the execution
paths are lengthy and hard to abstract. Attempting to find any similarities among the execution
paths of failed test cases through examination was not feasible; tool support is required. The first
tool to be developed to confirm Proposition 3 was a tool that would identify all the common nodes
for failed test IDs. However, the resulting intersection was still too lengthy and ineffective at
assisting in the reducing the number of nodes to be examined. The next approach was to abstract
the data to facilitate the understanding; the premise for this approach is that defects are located
within the BF-CFG (under the Origin tag), and the BF-CFG contains method calls. The next tool
developed identified the intersection of method calls between test IDs, displays the size of the
intersection,

and

the

methods

in

the

list

of

test

IDs.

This

tool

is

called

CFGIntersectionMethodFinder. This tool was formally inspected to show correctness in its
implementation. The Properties for this tool are as follow:
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Property 1: The CFGIntersectionMethodFinder tool inspects every BF-CFG for a given set
of test IDs.



Property 2: The CFGIntersectionMethodFinder identifies all the methods that called this BFCFG and matched the given testIDs and puts them into lists for each test ID.



Property 3: The CFGIntersectionMethodFinder calculates the intersection of each test ID
list and displays the size of the commonality and methods in the list.
The formal inspection was done by a faculty member of the Computer Science Department

at UTEP. The full list and description of the inspection tasks is listed in Appendix A. The results
of the inspection is documented in Table 5.11. The results of the inspection found one defect.
Table 5. 11 CFGIntersectionMethodFinder Mapping of Properties to Inspection Tasks.
Inspection Task ID
1
2
3
4
5
6

Property
1
1
2
2
2
3

Pass/Fail
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Fail
Pass

Comments
46-47
55-59
132-133
143-151
Defect 1
61-76

Defect 1


Issue Description: The output format does not match the expected format on the inspection item.



Resolution: The defect has been documented for a future update. The defect does not impact the
output. The difference is: …\calleeClass\callerMethod instead of <calleeClassName>.
<callerMethodName>.
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An example output of the CFGIntersectionMethodFinder is shown below in Fig 5.7 for
input test IDs: 2, 5, and 17. The output shows how the number of intersection execution path
methods shrink from 47 to 35.

Figure 5. 7 Sample Output of the CFGIntersectionMethodFinder.
Running the tool on the tests that exhibit the same defect (i.e., test IDs 2, 5, 17, 20, 23…)

Table 5. 12 Calculating the Intersecting Method Numbers for the Defect Group.
Test Group ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Test ID
2
2,5
2, 5, 17
2,5,17,20
2,5,17,20, 23
2,5,17,20, 23, 28
2,5,17,20, 23, 28, 30
2,5,17,20, 23, 28, 30, 54
2,5,17,20, 23, 28, 30, 54, 58
2,5,17,20, 23, 28, 30, 54, 58, 59
2,5,17,20, 23, 28, 30, 54, 58, 59, 60

Intersecting number of BF-CFGs
57
57
35
35
35
35
34
34
34
34
34

yields a reduction to 35 common methods (as can be seen in Table 5.12). If another test is added,
a test that is not part of the defect group, such as test ID 4, the intersections drops to 23 common
methods. Thus, if the test IDs represent the same class of defect, e.g., they impact the same
categories of pattern and scope of the Prospec algorithm, then the intersection can reduce the
execution path that needs to be examined. Reconsider the example of finding the defect for test
ID 2. If it is known that the defects exposed by a set of test IDs have similar characteristics, then
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by calculating the intersection, the number of BF-CFGs to examine may be lowered. To confirm
this observation, taking the intersection of tests IDs 2, 5, and 17 (which are part of the same defect
group) leads to 35 nodes in the BF-CFG, indicating that the defect is in the intersection since the
intersection represents the code shared by the execution paths. Table 5.10 shows the results of
calculating the CFGIntersectionMethodFinder for the defect group, adding one by one and
calculating the number of methods in the intersection.
It is not always known if tests are exhibiting the same defect; however, tests that pass and
share common code are likely to not contain defects in the common code. If this is true, the
CFGIntersectionMethodFinder can be used to identify the common methods in the passing tests.
Thus, when following an execution path, methods that belong to the intersection of passing tests
can be lowered in priority as they are least likely to have a defect. The more tests that pass, the
common code is more likely to not contain the defect.
The proposed steps to utilize the intersection from the same class of defects is:
1.

For N passing tests, identify corresponding test IDs.

2.

Calculate CFGIntersectionMethodFinder of the test IDs from Step 1.

3.

For M failed tests that exhibit the same defect, identify their test IDs

4.

Calculate CFGIntersectionMethodFinder of the test IDs from Step 3.

5.

Execute the ExecutionPathFinder on a test from M.

6.

On the execution path generated by Step 5, methods listed by Step 4 have a higher
probability of containing the defect, while methods listed by Step 2 have a lower
probability of containing the defect.

5.3.2 Summary of Analysis for Proposition 3
Two observations can be made after analyzing the data collected while measuring the
branch coverage and identifying the verification gaps.
Observation 1: Failed tests coming from a pairwise test suite that exhibit the same defect
can be used to narrow down the location of the common defect. This can be done by using the
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CFGIntersectionMethodFinder tool to determine what methods are common between a set of tests.
Those intersecting methods represent the commonality of the tests, and if the defect is the same,
then the defect must be located in the common code.
Observation 2: The intersection of methods can also be used to identify common code
between tests that have passed. This common code represents code that has a high probability of
not being defective, because many tests that pass execute correctly over the code. This information
can be used to lower those common methods in priority, leaving them as the least likely place to
contain defective code. As more tests pass, the easier it can become to detect the defects in the
code using this approach.
5.4 PROPOSITION 4: THE BOX-FUSION APPROACH CAN OPTIMIZE REGRESSION TESTING
This section discusses the analysis of using the Box-Fusion approach to determine
regression tests. This is particularly important for black-box testing approaches, since selecting
tests to run after a modification may not be as efficient, and may over test the system.
5.4.1 Regression Testing
To determine what tests passed through the nodes where a modification has been made, a
tool called RegressionFinder was developed. The tool takes as input a BF-CFG and a line code
that represents the line changed. The tool will find the edge corresponding to that line and extract
all the test IDs that pass through that edge. This tool was also formally inspected to show
correctness in its implementation. The properties for this tool are as follow:


Property 1: The RegressionFinder searches the provided BF-CFG and identifies the edge
associated with the line given.



Property 2: The RegressionFinder returns all the test IDs that match the edge associated
with the line given.
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The formal inspection was executed by a faculty member of the Computer Science
Department at UTEP. The full list and description of the inspection tasks is listed in Appendix A.
The results of the inspection is documented in Table 5.13. The results of the inspection found no

Table 5. 13 RegressionFinder Mapping of Properties to Inspection Tasks.
Inspection Task ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Property
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
2

Pass/Fail
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

Comments
41 and 78
63-81
106
107
127
134
133-136
43-43

defects.

To show that the regression approach does correctly identify all the tests impacted by a
change, the following steps are performed on the Prospec Algorithm implementation:
1

Insert a modification on the SUT, create new Version: T2.REG1.

2

RegressionFinder that line number. Store this set of test IDs as RegressTestSet.

3

Remove RegressTestSet from the pairwise test suite.

4

Create a new pairwise test input containing the remaining tests, name it PairTestsMinus.

5

Run the testing with the PairTestsMinus

6

Search for the inserted modification.

7

If found, then document that RegressionFinder did not find all the tests.

8

If not found, then document that RegressionFinder found all the impacted tests.

9

Run testing with RegressTestSet.

10 Ensure every test yields a modified output.
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The results of the tasks above are presented in Table 5.14.

Table 5. 14 Results of Regression Steps on SUT.
Step
Number
1

Action

Test Set

Test IDs

Result

Modify Line 30 in
QRespondsToPBeforeRe
RegressionFinder

N/A

N/A

New T2REG1 SUT

RegressTestSet
N/A

5

Remove RegressTestSet
from pairwise set
Create new
PairTestsMinus
Execute Testing

12,21,27,35,37,44,53, New RegressTestSet
55,61,64,71,84,120
N/A

6
7
8

Search for modification
If found
If not found

N/A
N/A
N/A

All minus
RegressTestSet
All minus
RegressTestSet
N/A
N/A
N/A

9
10

Execute Testing
Did every test result have
the modification?

RegressTestSet

N/A

2
3
4

PairTestsMinus
PairTestsMinus

NewPairTestMinus
Testing Complete
Modification not found
N/A
RegressionFinder found
all the impacted tests
True

5.4.2 Summary of Analysis for Proposition 4
Two observations can be made after analyzing the data collected while measuring the
branch coverage and identifying the verification gaps.
Results 1: The regression exercise correctly identified necessary regression tests and no
extra testing, thus showing that the results are consistent with Proposition 4. As expected, the set
of tests that did not contain the modification yielded the same results as the original test run.
Observation 1: An observation has been noted about the potential capability of the
regression testing component of the Box-Fusion approach. When a defect correction is applied to
the system, the regression testing done on that section of the SUT will identify the tests that are
impacted, as briefly mentioned in Section 5.1. The tests that are identified at this point can be
particularly useful in the following two ways: 1) If there is a large number of tests that have
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failed in the pairwise test suite, then the impact of this is that tests that were identified by the
regression testing algorithm should be delayed in priority since they might have been fixed by
the changes. 2) If the majority of tests in the pairwise test are passing, then the impact of tests
identified by regression testing warns of extra testing that must be done, in case the change
caused the introduction of a new unintended defect.
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Chapter 6: Related Work
This chapter describes techniques and strategies that are related to the enhancements
provided by the Box-Fusion approach. The first section describes an approach to extend pairwise
testing to generate white box test cases. The second section talks about existing tools for
measuring coverage. The last section discusses existing work on selecting test cases for regression
testing.
6.1. WHITE BOX PAIRWISE TEST CASE GENERATION
The White Box Pairwise test case generation [41] is a white-box extension to traditional
black-box pairwise test case generation. This extension selects additional test cases for the system
based on specifications for one or more internal sub-operations. The algorithm for generating test
cases for the full system achieve pairwise coverage of the sub-operations. The authors based their
White Box Pairwise (WBPairwise) algorithm on a case study for an elevator door control
mechanism. The system has 14 parameters and served 3 floors, which yielded an exhaustive testing
total of 2,359,296 test cases. They applied both the pairwise method and WBPairwise to 500
different input parameter sets with different orders. The results indicated that WBPairwise testing
is both practical and effective. WBPairwise alone performed nearly as well as pairwise testing.
The authors concluded that the number of test cases generated and the algorithm execution run
times are reasonable. They also could show that White box test sets are effective at revealing
faults, and when combined with black-box tests such as pairwise, they could improve the fault
detection by nearly 4% [41].
The algorithm is recursive and traverses the system tree depth first. For each visited node N
there are three phases:
1. Child processing. Two kinds of test sets are generated. First, a pairwise test set is generated
for N's inputs, based solely on the domains of N's children. More precisely, test set B is
generated by applying an algorithm such as IPO [63] to the Cartesian product of
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N.c0,N.c1,…,N.cn−1, where n = N.c.len. Then, the sequence W of test sets is generated,
by recursively calling WBPairwise once for each of N's children.
2. Horizontal expansion. Each test case b in B is expanded horizontally by replacing bi with
an element of Wi. Initially, b has one element for each child of N. At the end of this phase,
b will have one element for each leaf in the subtree rooted at N.
3. Vertical expansion. The horizontal expansion phase inserts elements of W into elements of
B. Because the elements of W provide pairwise coverage of N's children, it is essential
that every element of W be selected for insertion at least once. If this is not the case then
new test cases are added in this phase for the uncovered elements of W.
The authors evaluated the approach and the algorithm with a case study. The results
indicated that WBPairwise testing is both practical and effective. The number of test cases
generated and the algorithm execution run times are reasonable. By themselves, white-box test
sets are effective at revealing faults. In combination with black box test sets, white box test sets
offer improved fault detection as can be seen in Figure 6.1. In comparison with the Box-Fusion
approach, the work in the white box pairwise testing focuses on one or more internal suboperations, while the Box-Fusion approach focuses on the system as a whole.

Figure 6. 1 Performance Gain with WBPairwise [41].
6.2.

COVERAGE TOOLS
This section discussed similar types of tool that aim at measuring the code coverage from

testing. These tools are specific to the Java language, and focus on coverage level analysis.
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6.2.1. JCov a Java Code Coverage Tool
The JCov open source project [42] is used to gather quality metrics associated with the
production of test suites. JCov is being opened in order to facilitate the practice of verifying test
execution of regression tests in OpenJDK development. The main motivation behind JCov is
transparency of test coverage metrics. JCov is a java code coverage tool which provides a means
to measure and analyze dynamic code coverage of Java programs. JCov provides functionality to
collect method, linear block and branch coverage, as well as showing uncovered execution paths.
It is also able to show a program's source code annotated with coverage information. JCov works
by instrumenting Java bytecode using two different approaches: 1) static instrumentation which is
done upfront, changing the tested code; and 2) dynamic instrumentation which is done on the fly
by means of Java agent [42]. From a testing perspective, JCov is most useful to determine
execution paths (in a Java application) that a test suite is (or is not) executing. JCov supports
applications on JDK 1.0 and higher (including JDK 8), CDC/CLDC 1.0 and higher, and JavaCard
3.0 and higher.
6.2.2. JaCoCo a byte-code analyzer tool for test coverage
JaCoCo is an open source toolkit for measuring and reporting Java code coverage. JaCoCo
is distributed under the terms of the Eclipse Public License. It was developed as a replacement for
EMMA under the umbrella of the EclEmma eclipse project [43]. JaCoCo offers line and branch
coverage. JavaCodeCoverage is a byte-code analyser tool for test coverage analysis for Java
software which neither requires neither the language grammar nor the source code [44]. An
important aspect of JavaCodeCoverage is that it stores the coverage information for individual test
case thereby facilitating detailed coverage analysis.

Another important aspect of

JavaCodeCoverage is that it records all vital code-elements and test coverage information in open
source database software MySQL [45].
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6.2.3. JCover
JCover [46] is a code coverage analyzer for Java programs. It provides a mechanism to
generate statistical information on the coverage of an application during a test run. It can be used
to calculate the percentage of code that was executed, percentage not executed, what sources were
not used in files and so on. JCover supports statement and branch coverage.
6.2.4. Cobertura
Cobertura [47], a free Java tool that calculates the percentage code accessed by tests, shows
the McCabe cyclomatic code complexity of each class, and the average cyclomatic code
complexity for each package and for the overall product. Cyclomatic complexity represents the
number of paths through a particular section of the code, such as a method in an object-oriented
language. It is helpful in pinpointing areas of code that may require additional attention during
testing, maintenance or refactoring.
6.2.5. Comparison with Box-Fusion approach
The tools mentioned in this section focus on the coverage of testing, but not for any
particular type of testing. The focus of the Box-Fusion approach is to capture pairwise testing data
into Box-Fusion Control Flow Graphs and goes beyond just examining coverage. The approach
allows the developers to analyze gaps and assist in fault detection and regression testing.
6.3. REGRESSION TESTING
Regression testing is a testing activity that is performed to provide confidence that changes
do not harm the existing behavior of the software. When a modification occurs to the system,
regression testing must be efficient and only execute the necessary tests. The following efforts
describes the support that is provided to assist in regression testing.
6.3.1. Test Suite Reduction
Jeffrey and Gupta extended the HGS (Harrold-Gupta-Soffa) heuristic [50] so that certain
test cases are selectively retained [51, 52]. This ‘selective redundancy’ is obtained by introducing
a secondary set of testing requirements. When a test case is marked as redundant with respect to
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the first set of testing requirements, Jeffrey and Gupta considered whether the test case is also
redundant with respect to the second set of testing requirements. If it is not, the test case is still
selected, resulting in a certain level of redundancy with respect to the first set of testing
requirements.

The empirical evaluation used branch coverage as the first set of testing

requirements and all-uses coverage information obtained by data-flow analysis. The results were
compared to two versions of the HGS heuristic based on branch coverage and def-use coverage.
The results showed that, while their technique produced larger test suites, the fault detection
capability was better preserved compared to single-criterion versions of the HGS heuristic. This
approach focuses on reducing the redundancy of testing due to maintenance of a system. The BoxFusion approach focuses on detecting testing that needs to be done to correctly regress test a
modification.
Schroeder and Korel proposed an approach of test suite minimization for black-box
software testing [53]. They noted that the traditional approach of testing black-box software with
combinatorial test suites may result in redundancy, since certain inputs to the software may not
affect the outcome of the output being tested. They first identified, for each output variable, the
set of input variables that can affect the outcome. Then, for each output variable, an individual
combinatorial test suite is generated with respect to only those input variables that may affect the
outcome. The overall test suite is a union of all combinatorial test suites for individual output
variables. This approach requires a mapping from the actual code change to the input variable,
while the Box-Fusion approach uses the location of the modification to determine the affected
tests.
6.3.2. Dynamic Slicing Based Approach
Yau and Kishmoto presented a test case selection technique based on symbolic execution
of the SUT [54]. In symbolic execution of a program, the variables’ values are treated as symbols,
rather than concrete values [55]. Yau and Kishimoto’s approach can be thought of as an
application of symbolic execution and input partitioning to the test case selection problem. First,
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the technique statically analyses the code and specifications to determine the input partitions. Next,
it produces test cases so that each input partition can be executed at least once. Given information
on where the code has been modified, the technique then identifies the edges in the control flow
graph that lead to the modified code. While symbolically executing all test cases, the technique
determines test cases that traverse edges that do not reach any modification. The technique then
selects all test cases that reach new or modified code. For the symbolic test cases that reach
modifications, the technique completes the execution; the real test cases that match these symbolic
test cases should be retested.
While it is theoretically powerful, the most important drawback of the symbolic execution
approach is the algorithmic complexity of the symbolic execution [56]. Yau and Kishmoto
acknowledge that symbolic execution can be very expensive. Pointer arithmetic can also present
challenging problems for symbolic execution based approaches. In comparison, the Box-Fusion
approach is a simpler approach as compared to symbolic execution.
6.3.3. Graph-Walk Approach
Rothermel and Harrold proposed the graph walking approach based on CFGs [58]. The
CFG-based technique essentially follows the approach introduced for the CDG-based technique,
but on CFGs rather than on Control Dependence Graphs (CDGs). Since CFG is a much simpler
representation of the structure of a program, the CFG-based technique may be more efficient.
However, the CFG lacks data dependence information, so the CFG-based technique may select
test cases that are not capable of producing different outputs from the original programs` as
explained above. The technique has been evaluated against various combinations of subject
programs and test suites [57]. Ball improved the precision of the graph walk approach with respect
to branch coverage [59]. One strength of the graph walk approach is its generic applicability. For
example, it has been successfully used in black-box testing of re-usable classes [60]. In comparison
to this work, the Box-Fusion approach can also identify gaps in coverage and assist in the detection
of faults for pairwise testing.
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6.3.4. Test Suite Minimization
Test suite minimization techniques aim to identify redundant test cases and to remove them
from the test suite in order to reduce the size of the test suite. Whereas other minimization
approaches primarily considered code-level structural coverage, Marre and Bertolino formulated
test suite minimization as a problem of finding a spanning set over a graph [49]. They represented
the structure of the SUT using a decision-to-decision graph (ddgraph). A ddgraph is a more
compact form of the normal CFG since it omits any node that has one entering edge and one exiting
edge, making it an ideal representation of the SUT for branch coverage. They also mapped the
result of data-flow analysis onto the ddgraph for testing requirements such as def-use coverage.
Once testing requirements are mapped to entities in the ddgraph, the test suite minimization
problem can be reduced to the problem of finding the minimal spanning set. This technique
focuses on defining a minimal test suite using a structure similar to a CFG. The Box-Fusion
approach focuses on enhancing pairwise testing with respect to regression testing. Once a pairwise
test suite has been used to test the system, it can be reused for regression testing by selecting the
tests that are impacted by the modifications in the code.
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Chapter 7: Conclusions
This chapter concludes the work presented in this dissertation. The first section will
summarize the work described in the previous sections. The second section will discuss the
intellectual merit and broader impact of the work. The last section will discuss future work for the
Box-Fusion Approach.
7. 1

Summary of Work
Pairwise testing has emerged as an effective technique for testing programs with a large

combination of inputs. However, due to pairwise testing being a black-box approach, the tester
cannot always easily discern the location of faulty code or untested code, limiting the capability
of pairwise testing. The dissertation presented the Box-Fusion approach, an enhancement of the
pairwise testing technique by combining the capabilities of structural source code analysis with
the ease of pairwise test input generation. The research questions that drove the research are:
RQ 1. How can pairwise testing be augmented to direct the developer to potential areas of faulty
code, untested code, and related test failures?
RQ 2. How can pairwise test cases be identified to achieve the appropriate coverage required by
regression testing?
By answering these questions, the outcome was the Box-Fusion approach, which has the following
capabilities:


Facilitates the identification of gaps in verification.



Provides guidance on the location of defects in source code.



Assists in the selection of test cases that can be used for regression testing.

To analyze the Box-Fusion approach and evaluate tools that can support the analysis, the
dissertation used a case study of an algorithm that includes a large set of input combinations. The
benefit of conducting a case study is that a deeper understanding of the capability of the subject of
the investigation, that is the Box-Fusion approach, can be gained. The case study uses propositions
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as a claim about the research questions, which provides a way to direct the evidence needed to
support research claim. The propositions are as follows:
P1. The Box-Fusion approach can determine the areas of the code that require additional
verification.
P2. The code defects, which are identified through one or more pairwise tests, are located in
the execution path(s) identified by the Box-Fusion approach.
P3. Analyzing the Box-Fusion Control Flow Graphs (BF-CGF) using a suite of pairwise tests
can narrow the potential sections of code where a defect is located.
P4. Regression tests can be optimized by matching the modified nodes of a BF-CFG to the
tests that pass through the node.
To analyze these propositions, two different implementations of the Prospec algorithm are
used by this case study. The Prospec algorithm takes as input parameters in terms of patterns,
scopes and composite propositions, and can generate well over 31,000 possible combinations of
input. The selection of the algorithm aligns well with the applicability of a pairwise testing
approach. The first system, SimpleLTL Generator, implements a subset of the Prospec algorithm,
that is it only takes as atomic propositions as input. The second system implements the complete
Prospec algorithm, which takes composite propositions as input.
To analyze the approach, each of the propositions was applied to the implementations, data
was gathered, and results and observations were made as summarized below:
Proposition 1
Result 1: The Box-Fusion approach can identify the gaps in the pairwise testing. This is
complementary to gathering the branch coverage data, which the Box-Fusion approach also
supports.
Observation 1: Using the tools to determine gaps in the coverage can also serve as a
resource that can be used to support other verification techniques, such as walkthroughs and
inspections. In addition, the result from the gap analysis can lead to a broader approach than using
unit testing because the pairwise tests support system testing by its nature.
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Proposition 2:
Result 1: The Box-Fusion approach does indeed capture the defect location within an
execution path, directly supporting Proposition 2. The detected defects matched exactly what was
seeded, and following the execution path strictly led into the location of the defects. For the second
implementation, following the path provided by the ExecutionPathFinder tool yielded the defect
for all the tests in that set.
Observations: For the SimpleLTL Generator, an interesting feature that was gleamed from
this analysis is that the execution path assisted in the correction of the second seeded defect in an
unexpected way. After it was determined that the test still failed, it was discovered that there was
no need to start from the beginning of the execution path, but instead the developer could continue
from where the defect was fixed. Another observation came from using the regression tool.
Because the tool identifies the pairwise tests that touch each node, using the tool can give a measure
of the impact that a modification might have in the system. Box-Fusion can provide a way to
capture what tests could be impacted by a change in the code.
Proposition 3:
Observations: Failed tests coming from a pairwise test suite that exhibit the same defect
can be used to narrow down the location of the common defect. This can be done by using the
CFGIntersectionMethodFinder tool to determine what methods are common between a set of tests.
Those intersecting methods represent the commonality of the tests, and if the defect is the same,
then the defect must be located in the common code. The intersection of methods can also be used
to identify common code among tests that have passed. This common code represents code that
has a high probability of not being defective because many tests that have executed correctly over
the code. This information can be used to lower those common methods in priority, leaving them
as the least likely place to contain defective code. As more tests pass, the easier it can become to
detect the defects in the code using this approach.
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Proposition 4
Results: The regression exercise correctly identified necessary regression tests and no
extra testing was needed, thus showing consistency with Proposition 4. As expected, the set of
tests that did not contain the modification yielded the same results as the original test run.
Observations: When a defect correction is applied to the system, the regression testing
done on that section of the SUT will identify the tests that are impacted. The tests that are
identified at this point can be particularly useful in the following two ways: 1) If there is a large
number of tests that have failed in the pairwise test suite, then the impact of this is that tests that
were identified by the regression testing algorithm should be given a lower priority since they
may have been fixed by the changes; and 2) If the majority of tests in the pairwise test are
passing, then the impact of tests identified by regression testing warns of extra testing that must
be done.
7. 2

Intellectual Merit and Broader Impacts
The intellectual merit of the research is that it will enhance the way that software

developers verify software systems with large number of inputs. The Box-Fusion approach
minimizes the discrepancy between the uses of different testing approaches, and ultimately allows
developers to locate and correct defects with more ease. The work is particularly significant
because it defines an approach that enhances pairwise testing by aiding in the identification of
untested, faulty code. In addition, the work facilitates the use of pairwise testing as a regression
testing technique, by identifying test cases that need to be rerun for regression based on the impact
of code changes, which assists in assuring developers that they are retesting only what is needed
that are needed and nothing more.
The broader impacts are that the results of this work can be expanded to other black-box
techniques, and it can be adapted to provide an educational component on software verification.
Students can be taught different techniques and asked to reflect on their experiences while applying
each technique in a significantly complex software system. Students learn by analyzing and
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gaining an appreciation for the subtleties in the differences between different verification
approaches, the advantages and disadvantages of each approach, and the difficulty in detecting
defects in source code. The Box-Fusion approach defined by this dissertation will facilitate student
learning.
7. 3

Future Work
Future work includes further validation using controlled experimentation for the approach.

Experiments that can evaluate the use of the approach among different levels of experts can be
beneficial to further assess the approach. Another future work direction is the visualization of the
execution path data that it gathers, providing mechanisms that abstract information to the
developer in a way that can assist in the detection of defects or verification gaps.
In addition, as systems continue to grow and expand into more interconnected systems,
such as cyber-physical systems, the need arises for software verification approaches that are more
scalable and flexible. The future work of the Box-Fusion approach is in this area. Because the
basis for its analysis is the BF-CGF, it can analyze multiple interconnected systems in the same
way it would analyze stand-alone systems. To do this, further scaling and robustness needs to be
incorporated into the instrumentation tool, expanding the range of programs that it can successfully
instrument.
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Appendix A
This appendix provides the Formal Verification Tasks Lists for the eight implementations
that were used when formally inspecting the tools implemented. Each entry includes the name of
the tool, description of the algorithm and the assumptions that this program makes to operate
correctly.
Instrumentor
Algorithm implementation that parses BF-CFGs and inserts instrumentation support code
into a matching Java source file for Start edges, Exit edges, Edges (regular transitions, i.e. those
that don’t include Start or Exit) and Origin calls (instrumentation code to capture which method
transferred control to a new method).

Assumptions: BF-CFG exist in the given directory. Source code exists in the given
directory. Java source code adheres to coding standards (no else-if statements, scoping brackets
for single statements, no multiple lines in one statement)

Table A. 1 Formal Verification Tasks List for the Instrumentor Implementation.
ID

Inspection Task
1 Does the Instrumentor program instrument all Java source files that exist in the

given source file folder?
2 Does the Instrumentor program identify the four types of instrumentation mark

statements?
3 Does the Instrumentor program create a Start instrumentation statement in the

following format?
InstrumentingCode.mark(<DirectoryName>,<FileName>,<fromLine>,<toLine>);
4 Does the Instrumentor program place the Start instrumentation statement in the
toLine from the BF-CFG at the right side of the source code line?
5 Does the Instrumentor program create an Exit instrumentation statement in the
following format?
InstrumentingCode.mark(<DirectoryName>,<FileName>,<fromLine>,<toLine>);
6 Does the Instrumentor program place the Exit instrumentation statement in the
toLine from the BF-CFG at the left side of the source code line but on the right side
of any other instrumentation marks?
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7 Does the Instrumentor program create an Edge instrumentation statement in the

8
9

10
11

following format?
InstrumentingCode.mark(<DirectoryName>,<FileName>,<fromLine>,<toLine>);
Does the Instrumentor program place the Edge instrumentation statement in the
toLine from the BF-CFG at the left side of the source code line?
Does the Instrumentor program create an Origin statement in the following
format?
InstrumentingCode.saveOrigin();
Does the Instrumentor program place the Origin instrumentation statement in the
beginning of the method before any other instrumentation marks?
Does the Instrumentor program save all changes to the Java source files?

InstrumentingCode
Algorithm used to populate the BF-CFGs with execution data as the system is pairwise
tested. Each test will be associated with a unique ID, and that test ID will be inserted into the BFCFG’s edges that it visits. This InstrumetingCode is called when triggered by the instrumented
system. Along with the test ID, the algorithm maintains and inserts a global counter to keep track
of the ordering of transitions. In addition, the algorithm keeps track of the last visited line in order
to correctly mark the edge transition that matches the previous node. A stack is used to maintain
previous nodes across transfer of control between method calls.
Assumptions: BF-CFG exist in the given directory. Source code has been instrumented.
System has been initialized with Test ID and BF-CFG locations.
Table A. 2 Formal Verification Tasks List for the InstrumentingCode Implementation.
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6

Inspection Task
Does the mark method store the mark statement data (i.e., fileLocation, fileName,
fromLine, toLine, globalCounter) into the mark buffer?
Does the mark method store the toLine into the previousLine?
Does the mark method replace the fromLine with the previousLine when the
fromLine does not match the previousLine?
Does the mark method replace the fromLine with the previousLine when the
fromLine does not match the START?
Does the mark method pop the previousLine from the stack when the Exit mark is
encountered?
Does the mark method increment the globalCounter?
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7 Does the saveOrigin method store the origin mark statement data (i.e.,

8
9
10

11

12
13
14
15

16
17

teamFolder, calleeClass, calleeMethod, callerClass, callerMethod, testID,
globalCounter) into the origin buffer?
Does the markOrigin method increment the globalCounter?
Does the saveOrigin method push the previous line into a stack?
Does the saveToFiles method store every mark data from the mark buffer into the
BF-CFG? (i.e., inspect iteration to check that every mark’s data is passed to
markEdge).
Does the saveToFiles method store every origin mark data from the origin buffer
into the BF-CFG? (i.e., inspect iteration to check that every origin’s data is passed
to markOrigin)
Does the saveToFiles method reset origin and mark buffers, previousLine and
globalCounter when done saving data?
Does the markEdge method read all the nodes that match the “edge” tag into an
edgeList for the given BF-CFG?
Does the markEdge method search for the node that matches the fromLine and
toLine with a node from edgeList?
Does the markEdge method store the testID and global counter in the matching
node by inserting a “Val” node with a sub node named “ID” and values in the
following format?
<TestID>.<globalCounter>
Does the markOrigin method store the testID and global counter in the origin tag
matching the given BF-CFG?
Does the markOrigin method store the caller class, caller method, testID and
global counter in the matching node by inserting a “Val” node within the sub node
named “Origin” and values in the following format?
<callerClassName>.<callerMethodName>:<TestID>@<globalCounter>

CGF2BF
This algorithm reads the data from CFG generated by the CFGF tool, creates a new BFCFG and inserts the data needed to capture instrumentation information. In addition it changes the
names of nodes to more appropriately reflect their use, and corrects an issue found with flipped
Boolean expressions. It also shortens up the names of the CFGs.
Assumptions: CFG exist in the given directory. Given directory ends in “-XML”.

Table A. 3 Formal Verification Tasks List for the CGF2BF Implementation.
ID

Inspection Task
1 Does the CGF2BF program copy the given CFG directory to a new directory

named the same but with the extension “-Archived” instead of “-XML”?
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2 Does the CGF2BF program modify every CFGs that exist in the given CFG

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16

directory?
(i.e., inspect iteration to check that every CFG is modified)
Does the CGF2BF program create a new BF-CFG XML document with a parent
“CFG”?
Does the CGF2BF program read all the nodes that match the “node” tag into a
nodeList?
Does the CGF2BF program create a new tag named “Node” under “CFG”?
Does the CGF2BF program read every node in nodeList and saves the values for
“name” as “Name” under the “Node” tag in the new BF-CFG XML?
Does the CFG2BF program read every node in nodeList and saves the values for
“label” as “Line” under the “Node” tag in the new BF-CFG XML?
Does the CGF2BF program read all the nodes that match the “edge” tag into an
edgeList?
Does the CGF2BF program create a new tag named “Edge” under “CFG”?
Does the CGF2BF program read every node in edgeList and saves the values for
“source” as “Source” under the “Edge” tag in the new BF-CFG XML?
Does the CGF2BF program read every node in edgeList and saves the values for
“target” as “Target” under the “Edge” tag in the new BF-CFG XML?
Does the CGF2BF program read every node in edgeList, flips (i.e., true->false,
false->true) and saves the values for “label” as “Boolean” under the “EDGE” tag
in the new BF-CFG XML?
Does the CGF2BF program read every node in edgeList and insert a new tag of
“ID” under the “Edge” tag in the new BF-CFG XML?
Does the CGF2BF program create a new tag named “Origin” under “CFG”?
Does the CGF2BF program simplify (i.e., remove return type, simplify parameter
types) the BF-CFG file name?
Does the CGF2BF program save the created BF-CFG?

CoverageMiner
This tool is used to measure the branch edge coverage of a system after being pairwise
tested. The tool traverses through all the BF-CFGs in a directory, reads them and counts the
number of tested edges, and total edges. It calculates a percent for each BF-CFG visited, and for
the total BF-CFGs read.
Assumption: BF-CFG exist in the given directory.
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Table A. 4 Formal Verification Tasks List for the CoverageMiner Implementation.
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Inspection Task
Does the CoverageMiner program measure every BF-CFG for the given
directory?
Does the CoverageMiner program read all the nodes that match the “Edge” tag
into an edgeList?
Does the CoverageMiner program read all the nodes that match the “Val” tag
under the “ID” tag into a nodeTestIDList?
Does the CoverageMiner identify edges in a BF-CFG and count them?
Does the CoverageMiner identify edges that contain a <TestID> and count them?
Does the CoverageMiner correctly calculate the percent of edges tested?
Does the CoverageMiner save the results?

VerificationGapMiner
This tool is used to detect the areas of the system that were not tested by the pairwise
testing. The tool traverses through all the BF-CFGs in a directory, reads them and detects the edge
transitions that do not have a test ID associated.
Assumption: BF-CFG exist in the given directory.
Table A. 5 Formal Verification Tasks List for the VerificationGapMiner Implementation.
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Inspection Task
Does the VerificationGapMiner program measure every BF-CFG for the given
directory?
Does the VerificationGapMiner program read all the nodes that match the
“Edge” tag into an edgeList?
Does the VerificationGapMiner program read all the nodes that match the
“Node” tag into a nodeList?
Does the VerificationGapMiner program read all the nodes that match the “Val”
tag into a nodeTestIDList?
Does the VerificationGapMiner identify nodes in nodeTestIDList that do not
have testID data?
Does the VerificationGapMiner correctly map nodes to lineNumbers for nodes
with no test data?
Does the VerificationGapMiner correctly display the untested lines in the
following format?
<BF-CFG> GAP @ <lineFrom> -> <lineTo>
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ExecutionPathFinder
This tool is used to identify the path a Test ID marked over the BF-CFGs. The output is
sorted according the globalCounter to represent the sequence that the system followed through.
Assumptions: BF-CFG exist in the given directory and are populated with Test IDs. A Test
ID greater than 0 is given as input.
Table A. 6 Formal Verification Tasks List for the ExecutionPathFinder Implementation.
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10

11

Inspection Task
Does the ExecutionPathFinder program provide a way to enter a Test ID?
Does the ExecutionPathFinder program traverse every BF-CFG for the given
directory?
Does the ExecutionPathFinder program read all the nodes that match the “Edge”
tag into an edgeList?
Does the ExecutionPathFinder program read all the nodes that match the “Node”
tag into a nodeList?
Does the ExecutionPathFinder program read all the nodes that match the “Val”
tag under the “ID” tag into a nodeTestIDList?
Does the ExecutionPathFinder identify nodes in nodeTestIDList that match the
given testID data?
Does the ExecutionPathFinder insert strings for the nodes found in order of
globalCounter in the following format?
<fileName>" "Line:" <lineSource>" -> Line:" <lineTarget>
Does the ExecutionPathFinder program read all the nodes that match the “Val”
tag under the “Origin” tag into an originNodeList?
Does the ExecutionPathFinder identify nodes in the originNodeList that match
the given testID data?
Does the ExecutionPathFinder insert strings for the nodes found in order of
globalCounter strings in the following format?
Class.Method -> BF-CFG
<callerClassName>.<callerMethodName>><callerClassName>\<callerMethodName>
Does the ExecutionPathFinder display the execution path following the
globalCounter order?

CFGIntersectionFinder
This tool calculates the intersection of BF-CFGs between a set of test IDs.
Assumptions: BF-CFG exist in the given directory and are populated with Test IDs. A set
of Test IDs greater than 0 is given as input.
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Table A. 7 Formal Verification Tasks List for the CFGIntersectionFinder Implementation.
ID

Inspection Task
1 Does the CFGIntersectionFinder program provide a way to enter multiple test

Test IDs?
2 Does the CFGIntersectionFinder program traverse every BF-CFG for the given

directory?
3 Does the CFGIntersectionFinder program read all the nodes that match the

“Val” tag under the “Origin” tag into an originNodeList?
4 Does the CFGIntersectionFinder identify nodes in the originNodeList that match

the given testID data?
5 Does the CFGIntersectionFinder collect a list for each testID of the found nodes

in the following format?
<callerClassName>.<callerMethodName>><callerClassName>.<callerMethodName>
6 Does the CFGIntersectionFinder identify the intersection of each testID list?
RegressionFinder
This tool is used to identify tests to be rerun for regression testing.
Assumptions: BF-CFG exist in the given directory and are populated with Test IDs. A line
number greater than 0 is given as input. A method name is also given as input. The line number
must belong to the method given.
Table A. 8 Formal Verification Tasks List for the RegressionFinder Implementation.
ID

Inspection Task
1 Does the RegressionFinder program provide a way to provide a method name

and line number for the given directory?
2 Does the RegressionFinder program provide a way to disambiguate similar

named method names for the given directory?
3 Does the RegressionFinder program read all the nodes that match the “Edge” tag

into an edgeList?
4 Does the RegressionFinder program read all the nodes that match the “Node” tag

into a nodeList?
5 Does the RegressionFinder program read all the nodes that match the “Val” tag

under the “ID” tag into a nodeTestIDList?
6 Does the RegressionFinder identify every node in nodeTestIDList that match the

given lineNumber?
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7 Does the RegressionFinder correctly store testID that matches the lineNumber?
8 Does the RegressionFinder display the testIDs that are required for regression

testing?
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Appendix B
This appendix contains the pairwise tests generated by the Pairwiser online tool. Table B.1
shows the tests suite for the Prospec Algorithm implementation. Table B.2 shows the test suite for
the SimpleLTL Generator. The integers under each P, Q, L and R map to one of the 8 CP types as
follows:

AtLeastOneC=1,

AtLeastOneE=2,

ParallelC=3,

ParallelE=4,

ConsecutiveC=6,

ConsecutiveE=6, EventualC=7 and EventualE=8.

Table B. 1 Tests Generated, Including IDs and CPs for the Prospec Algorithm.
Tests \
Parameters
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Pattern
AbsenceP
QPrecedesP
QRespondsP
QPrecedesP
QRespondsP
ExistenceP
ExistenceP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
QRespondsP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
QRespondsP
ExistenceP
QPrecedesP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
QPrecedesP
QRespondsP
ExistenceP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
QRespondsP
QRespondsP
QRespondsP
QRespondsP
QPrecedesP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
QStrictlyPrecedesP

Scope
AfterL
AfterLuntilR
BeforeR
Global
AfterLuntilR
AfterLuntilR
BetweenLandR
Global
BetweenLandR
AfterLuntilR
AfterL
AfterLuntilR
BetweenLandR
BeforeR
BetweenLandR
BetweenLandR
AfterLuntilR
BeforeR
BetweenLandR
AfterLuntilR
AfterLuntilR
AfterL
AfterLuntilR
AfterLuntilR
AfterLuntilR
BeforeR
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P

Q
5
6
2
3
2
2
4
1
2
3
7
7
1
6
4
1
5
7
7
1
2
7
5
5
7
8

L
0
8
5
3
6
0
0
1
7
4
3
5
0
6
7
1
3
0
2
7
8
1
1
4
8
6

R
7
5
0
0
7
7
5
0
8
4
6
6
1
0
3
5
2
0
5
4
6
8
7
1
7
0

0
5
7
0
5
6
7
0
3
6
0
8
2
6
6
6
7
3
4
5
6
0
5
4
4
3

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

QRespondsP
QPrecedesP
AbsenceP
QPrecedesP
AbsenceP
QRespondsP
ExistenceP
QPrecedesP
QRespondsP
QPrecedesP
QRespondsP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
QPrecedesP
QRespondsP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
QRespondsP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
ExistenceP
QPrecedesP
QRespondsP
QRespondsP
QPrecedesP
QPrecedesP
AbsenceP
QRespondsP
QRespondsP
QRespondsP
AbsenceP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
QPrecedesP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
AbsenceP
QRespondsP
AbsenceP
QRespondsP
QRespondsP
QRespondsP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
ExistenceP

BeforeR
AfterLuntilR
BeforeR
AfterLuntilR
BetweenLandR
BetweenLandR
BetweenLandR
AfterL
AfterLuntilR
BetweenLandR
BetweenLandR
AfterL
BetweenLandR
BetweenLandR
Global
AfterLuntilR
AfterLuntilR
BetweenLandR
BetweenLandR
AfterL
BetweenLandR
AfterL
BetweenLandR
BetweenLandR
BetweenLandR
AfterLuntilR
BetweenLandR
AfterLuntilR
BetweenLandR
BetweenLandR
BetweenLandR
AfterLuntilR
AfterLuntilR
AfterLuntilR
AfterLuntilR
AfterLuntilR
AfterLuntilR
AfterLuntilR
Global
AfterL
BeforeR
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2
1
6
3
8
3
3
8
6
1
1
2
3
4
6
5
2
4
4
3
8
5
8
2
4
8
5
5
5
5
6
6
2
1
1
3
3
4
7
6
3

4
3
0
7
0
8
0
2
2
7
2
3
6
4
7
4
1
7
4
0
6
6
7
5
2
0
8
7
3
0
1
6
5
0
5
0
5
3
6
5
0

0
8
0
4
4
3
4
5
3
7
1
1
1
6
0
8
2
8
7
6
2
2
1
3
6
2
6
2
6
4
4
6
5
3
3
7
2
3
0
4
0

2
3
5
1
8
5
4
0
2
8
6
0
8
3
0
6
2
4
5
0
2
0
7
6
1
4
2
1
8
3
7
7
1
7
4
1
5
2
0
0
1

68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108

ExistenceP
QPrecedesP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
QRespondsP
QRespondsP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
QPrecedesP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
ExistenceP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
QPrecedesP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
AbsenceP
QPrecedesP
QRespondsP
QPrecedesP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
QPrecedesP
ExistenceP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
AbsenceP
QRespondsP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
QRespondsP
QRespondsP
AbsenceP
ExistenceP
QPrecedesP
ExistenceP
QPrecedesP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
QPrecedesP
QRespondsP

Global
BetweenLandR
AfterL
AfterLuntilR
BetweenLandR
AfterLuntilR
AfterLuntilR
AfterLuntilR
AfterLuntilR
BetweenLandR
BetweenLandR
BetweenLandR
AfterLuntilR
Global
AfterLuntilR
AfterLuntilR
BeforeR
BetweenLandR
BeforeR
BeforeR
AfterLuntilR
AfterL
BetweenLandR
AfterLuntilR
BeforeR
AfterL
BetweenLandR
BeforeR
AfterLuntilR
BetweenLandR
AfterLuntilR
BetweenLandR
AfterLuntilR
BetweenLandR
BeforeR
BetweenLandR
BetweenLandR
AfterLuntilR
AfterLuntilR
BetweenLandR
AfterLuntilR
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4
7
1
2
4
7
6
1
8
2
8
4
5
8
2
4
8
3
4
5
5
4
1
6
4
8
8
7
6
4
6
1
6
6
1
7
4
5
3
3
5

0
8
5
3
1
7
4
8
6
2
0
6
2
8
0
2
3
2
7
1
0
6
4
3
0
7
1
2
4
8
0
0
1
0
2
5
8
6
3
2
5

0
4
1
4
5
3
2
2
8
7
3
4
3
0
5
2
0
5
0
0
2
3
4
1
0
6
7
0
5
8
6
6
3
8
0
7
1
5
7
8
8

0
7
0
4
3
2
8
8
5
3
1
1
3
0
6
8
6
8
4
4
7
0
2
5
8
0
7
5
3
7
4
8
1
8
7
6
3
4
3
2
3

109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132

QRespondsP
QRespondsP
AbsenceP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
AbsenceP
QPrecedesP
AbsenceP
QPrecedesP
AbsenceP
QRespondsP
QPrecedesP
QRespondsP
QRespondsP
QRespondsP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
AbsenceP
QRespondsP
QRespondsP
QRespondsP
ExistenceP
QRespondsP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
QStrictlyPrecedesP

AfterLuntilR
Global
AfterLuntilR
AfterLuntilR
BetweenLandR
BetweenLandR
AfterLuntilR
BeforeR
AfterLuntilR
BetweenLandR
AfterLuntilR
AfterLuntilR
BeforeR
Global
AfterLuntilR
Global
Global
AfterL
AfterL
BetweenLandR
Global
BeforeR
AfterLuntilR
AfterLuntilR

8
7
6
2
7
8
1
3
7
3
4
4
8
1
5
2
5
4
2
5
6
5
4
3

5
4
0
1
0
4
0
4
0
1
1
5
8
6
3
0
2
8
4
0
5
4
7
2

1
0
7
1
1
3
8
0
2
2
6
5
0
0
5
0
0
6
8
1
0
0
5
4

Table B. 2 Tests Generated, Including IDs and CPs for Simple LTL Generator.
Tests \
Parameters
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Pattern
UniversalityP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
QPrecedesP
QPrecedesP
ExistenceP
UniversalityP
QRespondsP
QRespondsP
ExistenceP
QStrictlyPrecedesP

Scope
AfterLuntilR
Global
BeforeR
Global
BetweenLandR
BeforeR
AfterL
BeforeR
BeforeR
BeforeR
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P
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Q
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
1

L
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0

R
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
1

1
0
2
8
1
8
1
7
6
3
5
2
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
5
0
1
3
7

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

QPrecedesP
UniversalityP
AbsenceP
QPrecedesP
ExistenceP
QRespondsP
AbsenceP
ExistenceP
AbsenceP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
QRespondsP
UniversalityP
QPrecedesP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
QStrictlyPrecedesP
UniversalityP
QRespondsP
AbsenceP
ExistenceP
AbsenceP

AfterLuntilR
Global
AfterL
AfterL
Global
BetweenLandR
AfterLuntilR
AfterLuntilR
Global
BetweenLandR
AfterLuntilR
BetweenLandR
BetweenLandR
AfterL
AfterLuntilR
AfterL
Global
BeforeR
AfterL
BetweenLandR
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
0

1
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1

1
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1

Appendix C
This appendix shows the system measured, test suite used, number of edges touched by a
test, total edges counted and the resulting branch coverage achieved for every BF-CFG generated
and instrumented into the system. The full measurements are broken down by classes. Table C.1
refers to the coverage of Simple LTL Generator and Table C.2 refers to the coverage of Prospec
Algorithm.
Table C. 1 Simple LTL Generator Coverage.
Class

Edges touched

Total edges

Generator
SimpleLTL_Generator
Pattern - Absence
Pattern - Existence
Pattern - Pattern
Pattern - Precedence
Pattern - Response
Pattern - StrictPrecedence
Pattern - Universality
Property
Proposition - AtLeastOneC
Proposition - AtLeastOneE
Proposition - Atomic
Proposition CompositePropositions
Proposition - ConsecutiveC
Proposition - ConsecutiveE
Proposition - EventualC
Proposition - EventualE
Proposition - Incomplete
Proposition - ParallelC
Proposition - ParallelE
Proposition - Proposition
Scope - AfterL
Scope - AfterLuntilR
Scope - BeforeR
Scope - BetweenLandR
Scope - Global
Scope - Scope
Total Covered

0
205
5
5
3
9
9
9
5
12
0
0
0
0

7
221
5
5
30
13
13
13
5
63
7
7
11
10

% of edges
touched
0%
92.76 %
100 %
100 %
10.00 %
69.23 %
69.23 %
69.23 %
100 %
19.04 %
0%
0%
0%
0%

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9
7
11
7
11
0
0
307

7
7
7
7
4
7
7
60
11
19
11
19
2
20
598

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
15 %
63.63 %
57.89 %
63.63 %
57.89 %
0%
0%
51.33 %
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Table C. 2 Prospec Algorithm Coverage.
Class

Edges touched

Total edges

CPGenerator
cps - AtLeastOneC
cps - AtLeastOneE
cps - AtLeastOneH
cps - CompositeProposition
cps - ConsecutiveC
cps - ConsecutiveE
cps - ConsecutiveH
cps - EventualC
cps - EventualE
cps - EventualH
cps - ParallelC
cps - ParallelE
cps - ParallelH
cps - ParallelInverse
Exceptions
Factories - AfterL
Factories - AfterLUntilR
Factories - BeforeR
Factories - BetweenLAndR
Factories - CP
Factories - Global
Factories - LTLGenerator
Factories - Operator
Factories - Template
inputoutput
LTLCharacters
LTLGenerator
OperatorGenerator
Operators - AndL
Operators - AndLForBeforeR
Operators - AndMinusL
Operators - AndR
OutputCharacters
RunInputOutput
Templates - Afterl
Templates - beforeR
Between
Templates - global
Templates - template
Total Covered

10
5
12
5
24
14
23
13
16
21
18
5
12
5
5
0
18
48
40
46
40
20
27
8
205
201
0
4
5
23
27
16
16
0
4
62
266
33
89
24
1410

17
8
15
8
35
19
27
21
24
28
24
8
15
8
8
21
30
72
72
72
44
30
37
12
241
251
2
9
10
29
35
21
21
2
10
67
408
43
148
30
1982
115

% of edges
touched
58.82 %
62.5 0 %
80.00 %
62.50 %
68.57 %
73.68 %
85.18 %
61.90 %
66.66 %
75.00 %
75.00 %
62.50 %
80.00 %
62.50 %
62.50 %
0%
60.00 %
66.66 %
55.55%
63.88 %
90.90 %
66.66 %
72.97 %
66.66 %
85.06 %
80.07 %
0%
44.44 %
50.00 %
79.31 %
77.14 %
76.19 %
76.19 %
0%
40.00 %
92.53 %
65.19%
76.74 %
60.13 %
80.00 %
71.14%

Appendix D
This appendix shows one example of the output of the ExecutionPathFinder tool.
Test ID: 4
Step 1 Proposition(java.lang.String,Ljava.lang.String).xml Line:START -> Line:8
Step 3 Proposition(java.lang.String,Ljava.lang.String).xml Line:8 -> Line:9
Step 4 Proposition(java.lang.String,Ljava.lang.String).xml Line:9 -> Line:10
Step 5 Proposition(java.lang.String,Ljava.lang.String).xml Line:10 -> Line:11
Step 6 Proposition(java.lang.String,Ljava.lang.String).xml Line:11 -> Line:12
Step 7 Proposition(java.lang.String,Ljava.lang.String).xml Line:12 -> Line:EXIT
Step 9 Proposition(java.lang.String,Ljava.lang.String).xml Line:START -> Line:8
Step 11 Proposition(java.lang.String,Ljava.lang.String).xml Line:8 -> Line:9
Step 12 Proposition(java.lang.String,Ljava.lang.String).xml Line:9 -> Line:10
Step 13 Proposition(java.lang.String,Ljava.lang.String).xml Line:10 -> Line:11
Step 14 Proposition(java.lang.String,Ljava.lang.String).xml Line:11 -> Line:12
Step 15 Proposition(java.lang.String,Ljava.lang.String).xml Line:12 -> Line:EXIT
Step 17
Response(prospec.model.proposition.Proposition,Lprospec.model.proposition.Proposition).xml
Line:START -> Line:9
Step 18
Response(prospec.model.proposition.Proposition,Lprospec.model.proposition.Proposition).xml
Line:9 -> Line:10
Step 19
Response(prospec.model.proposition.Proposition,Lprospec.model.proposition.Proposition).xml
Line:10 -> Line:11
Step 20
Response(prospec.model.proposition.Proposition,Lprospec.model.proposition.Proposition).xml
Line:11 -> Line:12
Step 21
Response(prospec.model.proposition.Proposition,Lprospec.model.proposition.Proposition).xml
Line:12 -> Line:13
Step 22
Response(prospec.model.proposition.Proposition,Lprospec.model.proposition.Proposition).xml
Line:13 -> Line:EXIT
Step 23 Property(prospec.model.scope.Scope,Lprospec.model.pattern.Pattern).xml Line:START
-> Line:22
Step 25 Property(prospec.model.scope.Scope,Lprospec.model.pattern.Pattern).xml Line:22 ->
Line:23
Step 26 Property(prospec.model.scope.Scope,Lprospec.model.pattern.Pattern).xml Line:23 ->
Line:24
Step 27 Property(prospec.model.scope.Scope,Lprospec.model.pattern.Pattern).xml Line:24 ->
Line:25
Step 28 Property(prospec.model.scope.Scope,Lprospec.model.pattern.Pattern).xml Line:25 ->
Line:26
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Step 29 Property(prospec.model.scope.Scope,Lprospec.model.pattern.Pattern).xml Line:26 ->
Line:EXIT
Step 30 DriverLTL.main>\prospec\generator\SimpleLTL_Generator\getStringRepresentation(prospec.model.property.Pro
perty).xml
Step 31 getStringRepresentation(prospec.model.property.Property).xml Line:START ->
Line:168
Step 32 getStringRepresentation(prospec.model.property.Property).xml Line:168 -> Line:169
Step 33 SimpleLTL_Generator.getStringRepresentation>\prospec\model\property\Property\getPattern().xml
Step 34 getPattern().xml Line:START -> Line:60
Step 35 getPattern().xml Line:60 -> Line:61
Step 36 getPattern().xml Line:61 -> Line:EXIT
Step 37 getStringRepresentation(prospec.model.property.Property).xml Line:169 -> Line:175
Step 38 SimpleLTL_Generator.getStringRepresentation>\prospec\model\property\Property\getPattern().xml
Step 39 getPattern().xml Line:START -> Line:60
Step 40 getPattern().xml Line:60 -> Line:61
Step 41 getPattern().xml Line:61 -> Line:EXIT
Step 42 getStringRepresentation(prospec.model.property.Property).xml Line:175 -> Line:181
Step 43 SimpleLTL_Generator.getStringRepresentation>\prospec\model\property\Property\getPattern().xml
Step 44 getPattern().xml Line:START -> Line:60
Step 45 getPattern().xml Line:60 -> Line:61
Step 46 getPattern().xml Line:61 -> Line:EXIT
Step 47 getStringRepresentation(prospec.model.property.Property).xml Line:181 -> Line:183
Step 48 getStringRepresentation(prospec.model.property.Property).xml Line:183 -> Line:EXIT
Step 49 SimpleLTL_Generator.getStringRepresentation>\prospec\generator\SimpleLTL_Generator\generateResponseScope(prospec.model.property.Pro
perty).xml
Step 50 generateResponseScope(prospec.model.property.Property).xml Line:START ->
Line:292
Step 51 generateResponseScope(prospec.model.property.Property).xml Line:292 -> Line:293
Step 52 SimpleLTL_Generator.generateResponseScope>\prospec\model\property\Property\getScope().xml
Step 53 getScope().xml Line:START -> Line:52
Step 54 getScope().xml Line:52 -> Line:53
Step 55 getScope().xml Line:53 -> Line:EXIT
Step 56 generateResponseScope(prospec.model.property.Property).xml Line:293 -> Line:295
Step 57 generateResponseScope(prospec.model.property.Property).xml Line:295 -> Line:EXIT
Step 58 SimpleLTL_Generator.generateResponseScope>\prospec\generator\SimpleLTL_Generator\generateResponseGlobal(prospec.model.property.Pr
operty).xml
Step 59 generateResponseGlobal(prospec.model.property.Property).xml Line:START ->
Line:162
Step 60 generateResponseGlobal(prospec.model.property.Property).xml Line:162 -> Line:164
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Step 61 generateResponseGlobal(prospec.model.property.Property).xml Line:164 -> Line:EXIT
Step 62 SimpleLTL_Generator.generateResponseGlobal>\prospec\model\property\Property\getPattern().xml
Step 63 getPattern().xml Line:START -> Line:60
Step 64 getPattern().xml Line:60 -> Line:61
Step 65 getPattern().xml Line:61 -> Line:EXIT
Step 66 SimpleLTL_Generator.generateResponseGlobal>\prospec\model\pattern\Pattern\getP().xml
Step 67 getP().xml Line:START -> Line:57
Step 68 getP().xml Line:57 -> Line:58
Step 69 getP().xml Line:58 -> Line:EXIT
Step 70 SimpleLTL_Generator.generateResponseGlobal>\prospec\model\proposition\Proposition\getName().xml
Step 71 getName().xml Line:START -> Line:13
Step 72 getName().xml Line:13 -> Line:14
Step 73 getName().xml Line:14 -> Line:EXIT
Step 74 SimpleLTL_Generator.generateResponseGlobal>\prospec\model\property\Property\getPattern().xml
Step 75 getPattern().xml Line:START -> Line:60
Step 76 getPattern().xml Line:60 -> Line:61
Step 77 getPattern().xml Line:61 -> Line:EXIT
Step 78 SimpleLTL_Generator.generateResponseGlobal>\prospec\model\pattern\Response\getQ().xml
Step 79 getQ().xml Line:START -> Line:16
Step 80 getQ().xml Line:16 -> Line:17
Step 81 getQ().xml Line:17 -> Line:EXIT
Step 82 SimpleLTL_Generator.generateResponseGlobal>\prospec\model\proposition\Proposition\getName().xml
Step 83 getName().xml Line:START -> Line:13
Step 84 getName().xml Line:13 -> Line:14
Step 85 getName().xml Line:14 -> Line:EXIT
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